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Faculty Raises Kane 
• Faculty endorses as president of the American was overwhelmingly positive, corridors,meelsludenlS,andread Oxman is a professor and 
Kane rejects Associallon of Law Schools and with Ayayo describIng Jordan as Ihe Law News. One student former .associate dean al the 
Jord~ and Oxman ~ec~~~:I:tah::n~~~~ ~~~~u:vne~'~~:f::~o~ra:: ::7~n=~~h;rs::::Sci;~~: UmveTSJly of Mj~i ~hool of 
for dean. Suprtme Court Justice Clarence mdusion,anddivttsilyandahuge perfunctory." Others questioned ~~:ati~rel~~~~~LaI; 
By Sleven Feinstein 
EDrroRL .. CmEF 
Acting Dean of the College 
Mary Kay Kane is the only 
remaining dean candidate after a 
faculty vote OIl November 17. Of 
three candidates selected by the 
Dean Search Committee, only 
Kane survived the faculty 
selection process. A two-thirds 
vCMebylhefacultyisrequUedfor 
a candidate to be conSIdered by 
the Board of Directors. In 
successive scparate ballotS Kane 
received the two-thirds approval 
and Emma Coleman Jordan and 
Bernard Oxman were rejected. 
The reJCCted candialCS may not 
be considered again. 
Chris Ayayo, the dean 
commiaee's non-voting student 
member, said, ''The decision to 
only allow Dean Kane 10 go in 
front of the Board of Directors is 
inconsistent with student 
demands." 
The dean search committee 
met November 22 in closed 
session. TheBoardofDirectasis 
expecled 10 decide whetl"ler to 
name Kane as dean at their 
Decembtt 3 meeting. 
lordan is a Georgetown 
Uni .. ersity Law Center ~fessor 
woo gained national prom inence 
Thomas. Jordan had substantial booslofcharisrna and energy thai whether she was 100 politically 
student support. Hastings needs. Many students outspoken, and one studenl 
Student comment abOllt were impressed thai she came 10 viewed her representation of 
Jordan, as compiled by Ayaya, Hastings a day early to walk the Anita Hill very negatively. 
Students Assail Gutterman 
By Elaine Paplos 
STAFFWIUTER 
A group of third year students 
have filed a petition of grievances 
against Professor AlanGunerman 
regarding his Spring 1993 
Corporations course. Gutterman 
was an adjunct professor who 
taughtoniyonecourseatHastings. 
ThesnxlentsurgedDean Martinez 
to compel Guu.ennan 10 respond 
to student communications 
requesting him to review last 
semester's exams and provide the 
criteria on which he based the 
coursegrades.ThestudenlSfurther 
demand the Academic Dean's 
omce to grant each student the 
option of choosing a "pass/fail" 
grade if Gutterman doos not 
rrspond. 
The PClltion lists a number of 
complaints. First, thestudcnts say 
Guuerman missed three wceksof 
schedule instruction. Thestudents 
allege that Guttennan asked the 
class not to mform the Hastings 
administration of his absences. 
Second. the students claim 
Gutterman used Gilbert's 
comJ1l('.lCiai outline as the primary 
textbook for the later pan of the 
course, after he lost his casebook. 
Third, the students claim 
Gutterman refused to distribute 
FCRS Video Under Fire "People who are A students 
don't suddenly 
drop down to 
Ds." 
• Pro-choice students defaced. "This is a bald attack on 
are opposing a new 
anti-abotion ~tudent 
group. 
By Dolly Reynolds 
STAFFWRlll'.R 
The members of the First Civil 
RightSocietyoCHa~ngssaythey 
are beginning to believe that on 
this campus, some speech is 
apparently freer than others. 
According to FCRS co-presidcnt 
Clarence Clark, a second year 
student. 17 of the group's flyers 
were ripped down before the 
removal date. Healsosaid,notices 
on the blackboard in Room H 
announcing the group·s video 
presentation were regularly 
free speech which has no place in 
a law school," said Clark. 
The First Civil Right Society 
was formed last spring. Its 
purpose, according to its bylaws, 
"shall be 10 educate students at 
Hastingson sccieta.i violations of 
the natural cr civil right to life 
from conception 10 natural death." 
FCRS opposes "abortion, 
infanticide,euthanasia, and othcr 
practicesthatauackinnoccntlife." 
Clark stressed that the group is 
not a religious or political 
organ~tiOll: its purpose is wholly 
educational. "We present the 
facts, and kt students decidc for 
themselves." While the group 
opposes violcnce. it "takes no 
position" on the aCllvitics of 
Operation Rescue. 
TIle group's first public event, 
a video presentation entitled "An 
Inside View of the Abortion 
Industry:· met with considerable 
cootroversy. On the morning of 
the video, swdents found in their 
SIC folders an anooymous flyer 
proclaiming."Don'tbeFooled!! ... 
The organization sponsoring this 
presentationcaIlsitself'FirstCivil 
Rights Society of Hastings'. But 
do not be mIsled. If you are a 
Woman, this organization is not 
concerned with yow civil rights." 
The video showed a speech by 
Carol Everett, a woman woo once 
ran four abortJon clinics in Texas. 
The clinics were eventually shut 
down afu:r a local news expose 
COllti'UUt/OIlPagr 4 
evaluation forms to students, and 
said to the class on different 
occasions, "I don't want to know 
what you guys think of me." 
Fourth. the students claim that 
Gutterman submiued the final 
grades nincdays late and refused 
to submit a key to his grading 
describing what issues he was 
grading in each exam quesllon. 
Fifth, the students claim 
Gutterman has refused toanswer 
or even acknowledgc repeated 
COlltillllrt/OIlp,.gr 7 
C,."tinurd,.,. p,.gr 6 
Eddie 
Expelled 
• Dean Kane expels 
Eddie Kenyon after 
he fails a psychiatric 
evaluation. 
By Joe Cress 
STAl-FWRITER 
... And the war continues 
Anotherdl.1:Wintheongoing 
skirmish between the Hastings 
administration 3,1£1 student Eddie 
Kenyon reached aclose last week 
as Acting Dean of the College 
Mary Kay KanecxpeUcdKenyon. 
When last we joined our saga, 
Kenyon had been suspended for 
the fall semester and ordered by 
Administrative Law ludge to 
undergo a psychiatric evaluation. 
AccordingtoAnge1eKhachadour, 
Hastings' General Counsel, 
Kenyonwasgivenachoiceamoog 
two psychiatrists and two 
psychologists for the evaluation. 
When Kenyon attempted \0 pre-
register this fall, he was not 
allowed to do so since he had not 
yet completed the evaluation. 
Kenyon 's attorney, Ehzalx.th 
Grayson. confirmed that he 
underwent the evaluation a few 
C(",tinllnJo"P"f;.rJ 
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Sensitivity Training for NEWS BRIEFS 
Top U C Administrators I----.::::CO=""""::c::.-BYT="'''''"'''''=!.;.w_N£W_'ST-------t 
• UC Riverside 
adminstrators 
reprimanded after 
punishing students 
for allegedly 
offensive T-shirts. 
By Steven Feinstein 
EorroR L"I CmEl' 
Two top administrators from 
UC-Riverside have agreed to 
undergo First Amendment 
sensitivity training as pan of a 
legal sel1lement with a campus 
fraternity. Phi Kappa Sigma 
members sued theWliversity after 
it tried topunish them for wearing 
T-shirts with caricatures of 
Me~cans drinking. 
PftiKappaSigmaprodocedthe 
T-shirts as pan of its September 
rush week. They featured two 
people wearing sombreros and 
serapes and drinking beer and a 
quote:, "It doesn't matter where 
you come from as long as you 
know where you are going." 
According to Maura Whelan, 
spokeswoman for the Individual 
Rights Foundation which 
represented the fraternity, the 
shirts' designer and fraternity 
president are both Latinos. 
MEChA, a Latino student 
group, filed a complaint arguing 
the shirts were racist. The 
university responded by 
disbanding the fraternity ehapter 
for three years. Phi Kappa Sigma 
members filed suit in Riverside 
Superior Court claiming the 
university violated their free 
speech rights. The university 
agreed to a sel1lement revoking 
aU punishment and agreeing to 
have its administrators undergo 
First Amendment sensitivity 
training. 
The fraternity's suit had its 
legal foundation in California 
Stale Education Code section 
66301, which provides that no 
state college "shall make or 
enforce any rule subjecting any 
student todisciplinary action H and 
that said the purposeofthe law is 
to give all students standing in 
state court to challenge 
unconstitutional regulations that 
prohibit protected speech. 
The Individual Rights 
Foundation has a team of lawyers 
prepared to represent students 
bringing claims under section 
6630I.Foundationspokeswoman 
Whelan said !hat her group has a 
libertarian political orientation. 
She said her group was formed 
because "the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU) is more 
coocemed with politics than civil 
rightsandhasrefusedtotakecases 
like this." 
Comment Board Censored 
By Matt Sumrow 
STAFFWRrl"EII. 
Hastings administrators 
removed two leucrs from the 
Community Comment Boardthis 
month, in aconnict that had some 
studenu charging censorship. 
On November 9 Kevin 
Thomason, a third year student, 
posted two letters on the 
Community Comment Board. On 
November 12 Joan Majerus, 
Hastings Chief Financial Officer 
and the school official in charge 
of the Community Comment 
Board, had the letters removed 
from !he comment board without 
Thomason's consent, before !he 
usual 30-day posting period was 
up. On November 17, after the 
Law News interviewed Hastings 
General Counsel Angele 
Khachadour about the issue, 
1bomason'sletters went back up. 
The author of the letters, 
HastingsspokcsmanTomDebley, 
had already posted them on !he 
Comment Board himself. TheflCSl 
letterraisedthepossibilityoflibel 
litigation overarocentgraduale's 
letter criticizing Career Services 
staff member John Young. The 
secondletterrepliedlOaLawNews 
editorial about the first letter. 
These letters were removed by 
Debley before the 3O-day posting 
periodhadPll-'lsed. 
1bomason then resubmitted 
the letters with a J-tandwritten note 
saying they were recently placed 
in his SIC folder and that he 
"thought theHastings community 
might be interested." 
Majerus said she came to a 
"consensus" with Debley and 
General Counsel Angele 
Khachadour that thelenen should 
betakendown.Shesaid"astudent 
does not have the right to post 
someone else's letter on the 
Community Comment Board 
without thai person's consent.H 
Asked forfunherexpianation, she 
said that was Khachadour's 
"interpretation of the rule." 
Khachadour said she did 
express that opinion, but it "was 
not a legal opinion." She said her 
response to Majerus' questions 
abouttheruleswasbasedon"very 
limited factg H that Majerus 
conveyed to her in a short 
telephone conversation. 
Asked to explain further, 
Khachadour responded, "The 
republication of !he leUCr without 
Ihe writer's consent is not 
allowed." However, she added 
that!hispositionis"nOitherule.H 
Khachadour later said, "As a 
general proposition arecipienl of 
a letter should get the writer's 
permission to republish the letter 
on !he Community Comment 
Board." 
Khachadour did say, "Given 
the fact that Tom [Debley] 
directed the letter to Kevin 
rnaomason], Kevin has a right 10 
post the letter.H Khachadour, 
however, expressed concern that 
the comment board could be 
dominated by the same 
communications"foranexcessive 
period of timeH if !his reposting 
went on without limits. 
Debley said, "First !hey told 
me that Kevin [Thomason] had 
posted my letter and I had no 
problem with that.H He added, 
Khachadour 
responded, 
"Joan may have 
thought the 
issue was 
getting out of 
hand." 
"They later contacted me and said 
that my letter could not be posted 
without my permission and that 
they were going 10 take it down. I 
said that would be fine." 
When asked who wanted 
Debley'slettcroffo(!hecomment 
board, Khachadour responded, 
"Joan [Majerus] may have thought 
the issue wasgeningoutofhand." 
HPILF Auction A Smash 
Over 400 people attended Hastings' Public Interest 
Law Foundation's second annual auction on October 
28. The auction. which raises money to fund Hastings 
students' summer jobs in the public interest sector. 
grossed approximately $9,500. The number of people 
participating and money raised exceeded last year's 
figures. 
Leigh Steinberg, a prominent sports attorney, 
dropped by unexpectedly and auctIoned off a few 
ilems. Steinberg also donated an autographed baseball 
to the cause. 
Among the other items auctioned off were lunches 
with government officials, tickets 10 a Giants game with 
Mayor Frank Jordan, accommodations in luxurious 
hotels, and tickets to various theaters and clubs in the 
city. The most popular items by far were the activities. 
such as dining or paddle-boating with professors. 
Ubbl Joroff, a first-year student and top-bidder for 
Ihe much-coveted "Minnesota·style~ dinner with 
Professor Scalien, fell the auction was a great success 
and a great time, too. "It was good, clean, competitive 
fun. just like law school should be. Besides. Scallen is 
my hero.H said Joroff. 
Kelly Kowalchuk, chair of the auction committee tor 
HPILF, felt that the real achievementotthe auction was 
'bringing together the entire school community in order 
to promote the public interest sector." Dennis Carroll, 
an HPiLF member who worked at the auction thought 
that the "support from the people at Hastings was just 
great, especially considering all the conflicting events 
people had to choose from," 
Pinkertons On Guard 
A few weeks after the Hastings recognized its first 
labor union. the Pinkertons moved In. 
That doesn't quite mean what it did at the turn of the 
century, when the Pinkerton Corporation'sprivate troops 
anacked striking workers In the mines and mills of 
Appalachia. 
Nevertheless, the appearance of two private 
Pinkerton security guards has members of the Hastings 
Public Safety Officers' Association a little nervous. 
The Pinkerton guards started work Nov. 17, one at 
the security station in 200 McAllister and the other atthe 
front door 10 the t 98 Building. Hastings officers were 
told that the college had to hire private security staff 
because the regular uniformed officers would not work 
overtime to cover the necessary shifts. However, the 
college has hired temporary uniformed officers in the 
past. 
Officers said they were also told that Pinkerton 
officers cost less than regular security staff. 
Dummies at Hastings? 
Herb Caen reports in the San Francisco Chronicle 
that everyone's favorite puppet, Brendan OSmarty, 
plans to enroll here at Haslings. Caen says that 
professors Forrester, Bloch, and Woody have formed a 
review committee to review Brendan's credentials. 
Thafs funny. We thought the only dummies were on 
the faculty. 
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Editor May Testify at Trial 'Skeleton' Prisoners Sue 
By Dolly Reynolds 
SrAfFWRrrEJI 
Law News photo editor leslie 
HYlTWlmaybeca1ledasawitness 
in the upcoming trial ofmembelll 
of Food Not Bombs, who were 
arrested for serving soup and 
bagels 10 the homeless in Civic 
CentttParlc 
On September 17 ,Hyman shot 
2Ophotosohhe lunchtimearreslS 
10 accompany a Low News story 
onHastingsstudenlSwhohadbeen 
arrested in protest over Mayor 
Jordan's repeated arrests of Ihe 
group's food servers. Hyman's 
photoofFoodNotBombsmember 
Michael Linde in handcuffs later 
appeared on the front page of the 
October26 issueoflheLawNtws. 
A Food Not Bombs member 
ootified Linde's atlOrney, San 
Francisco public defender Sean 
Connolly,thatLinde'spiclU1ewas 
in the Low News. Conoolly then 
contacted Hyman and asked her 
to bring the pictures 10 his orrlCe. 
Hyman gave the auorney ail 20 
photosoftheSepr.embcrl7arreslS 
and agreed to testify asa witness 
when the case goes to Dial. 
''These are great phottls, and 
they've got a lot of evidentiary 
value," said Connolly. ''The cops 
getupthereandsayonething,but 
the pictures say something else." 
Connolly mentioned that Hyman 
willootbetheonlymemberofthe 
press on his witness list San 
Francisco Examinu columnist 
BillMandelwasaisoa witness to 
the September 17 arrests. He 
subsequently wrote a column on 
it,andbasaisoagreedootestifyif 
the case goes to trial. 
Connolly is not sure yet what 
will happen to the case against 
Michael Linde. HundredsofFood 
Not Bombs arrests have been 
made since September, when 
Mayor Jordan targeted the group 
as pan of his "MaDix" campaign 
against on San Francisco's 
homeless. Most of the members 
are charged with resisting arrest 
or violating a cease and desist 
order,bul there are a few charges 
of battery on a police officer, 
which Connolly says is "totally 
ridiculous." 
Trial on the rll"stwaveofcases 
from the earliest arrests is 
scheduled 10 begin December 3. 
Because Michael Linde has been 
arrested five separate times, it's 
unclear when or whether Hyman 
will actually have IOlestify. 
Although Hyman has never 
been a witness before, she said 
she is happy lObe one in this 
situation. '"The cops only gave a 
ceaseanddesistordertothepeople 
serving soup. Mike wasn't 
anywhere nearthem. When Mike 
came up and put a pizza box on 
theground,theoopsjustdecided 
toanesthimtoo." 
By Robert S, Tanner 
ST"FFWlITER 
II has been called "Skeleton 
Bay" on the "60 Minutes" 
television program, and much 
worse by the inmates imprisoned 
there. It is the Security HOUSing 
Unit or "SHU" at Pelican Bay 
State Pnson, the highest security 
institution in the Califomia penal 
systern.Constructedatacostofa 
quaner of a billion dollars, it is 
often refered 10 as Ihe "wave of 
the future" by California 
Department of Corrections 
ofrlcials.Itisalsothesubjcctofa 
federal class action suit by 
prisoners who claim it 
systematically inniclS cruel and 
unusual punishment 
Foreign Students Invade Hastings 
HeatherMcKay,stalTaltomey 
for the Prison Law Orfice, 
discussed the suit Nov. 9 al a 
IcctW"e sponsored by Hastings' 
National Lawyers Guild chapter. 
The Prison Law Office is lead 
counsel in Madrid v. Gomez (C-
92-3094-TEH), the inmates' suit 
against the CDC. The suitaUeges 
that the conditions at Pelican Bay 
are crucJ and unusual and that the 
inmatesareregularlysubjcctedlo 
physicalandpsy1:hologicalabuse 
Eddie 
Gone 
co •• H~ ... Portl 
weeks ago. lhe evaluator 
stated that due to Kenyon's 
ongoing problems, the evaluator 
did not believe he would be able 
10 control his behavior. Based 
upon this evaluation, Dean Kane 
expelled Kenyon from Hastings. 
Kenyon currently has71 unilS 
andneed.sl7more.Heisnow 
training with a brokerage firm to 
take his broker's exam and 
attending bar review courses. He 
ftlCCntly passed his MPRE exam. 
Viewing the matter in context, 
Kenyon commented, "You may 
use your own judgment as 10 the 
meaning of the evaluation." 
Kenyon added, "I am not a 
quiuer." 
Exchange students 
Dirk Brockmeier, 
Michael Kuhagen, 
and Christian 
Schulz with Prof. 
Stefan Riesenfeld, 
founder of 
Hastings' exchange 
program with the 
University of 
Hamburg. 
According to James Gomez, 
lheCalifcrniaDirectorofPnsons, 
thcprisonistheultimatelockdown 
for the worst of the worst, the 
incorrigible in the prison 
population. In the 60 Minutes 
show, he says Pelican Bay was 
designedtobethedeterrcnlfsc(Qr 
for those who are nOi. deterred by 
prison itself. However, McKay 
saysthesctualgroundsforgeuing 
sent 10 the SHU are not always so 
dearly justified. One way to the 
"Bay"isthroughviolenceagainst 
1r====-:==~-=':7=-:::====j' :e:~:~o::e~:~: A letter from Eddie Kenyon ,och",,~""d,pri.,=o'h. 
Dear Editor, 
Atter being interviewed by a member of your staff last 
week, I am writing this to ask you to please make sure that 
the following point, mentioned during the interview, will be 
printed and not edited out. I believe that iI th~re's anything 
written about my Iile's experiences, Ihen my faith in God and 
my reliance on him for strength must be mentioned. Nowthat 
I have been finalty expelled from Haslings, 1 have absolutety 
no animosity or ill feelings towards Patsy Oppenheim or 
Angie Khachadour. My faith lies in God and in his justice. 
Each day, when 1 am not studying lor my real estale and 
stock broker licenses, or the bar exam, I spend my time in 
vigilant prayer, affirmations and meditation. 
My constant prayer and affirmation regarding my situ atiOn 
with Hastings Is: -I bless Patsy oppenheim and Angie 
Khachadourfor all of their actions towards me; Jesus Christ 
is the true supplier of my Hastings law degree: In my liIe, 
Gods grace has enabled me to overcome far greater 
obstacles than this, and I am looking forwardto recieving my 
degree in the near future. He has never failed me. 
Eddie Kenyon 
way, regardless of his original 
crime. The other grounds are 
membership in a prison gang. 
Accusations of "membership" 
often come from other prisoners 
who have an incentive to lie. 
McKay said thatcooperatingwilh 
authorities is the only way out of 
the SHU for gang members. 
The "60 Minutesft vidcoofthe 
SHU resembles a scene from the 
most dystopian science fiction 
movie, where clean, antiseptic, 
bare, smooth, white walls are the 
only surface. There is a seemingly 
lifeless array of hallways and 
cubicles, laced with gates and 
screen doors, topped olTby wire 
mesh and opaque roofs. 1l1e most 
overwhelming feeling, so 
different than in an ordinary 
prison,isthatofsilence-eerily 
canpletesilence. 
Inmates at Pelican Bay live in 
12by20-fooc.concretecells.Two-
thirds of the 1500prisoners in Ihe 
"SHU- share such cells with 
anolhec prisoner. There are no 
windows or difC(;t sunlight into 
the cells. Eight cells on two tiers 
surround a slightly larger area 
called theyard.TheyardisellUrcly 
COflcrete. The ceiling is covered, 
and pan of it provides inmates 
their only view of the outside 
world Ihrough a wire screen. For 
an hour and a half each day, an 
inmate may leave his cell and 
enter Ihe yard. but he gelS no 
equipment, and is essentially in a 
bigger cell. 
Security at Pelican Bay is so 
complete Ihat the only routine 
interaction between staff and 
inmates is the sliding of meals 
through asIOI in the wall of each 
inmate's cell. Inmates are not 
aIJowed out of their cells unless 
shackledandaccompanied by two 
prison guards. A prerequisite to 
enlering the yard isa strip search, 
doncbyaguardremotelythrough 
a videomonilOring system. Unless 
they share their cells with another 
inmate, there is no other human 
mteracuon. 
One of the complaints 
expressed by those who monitor 
theconditionsoftheprisonsystem 
is that Pelican Bay is being used 
as a dumping ground for inmates 
who cause problems in thesystem 
due IOpsychologicaJ disorders. 
Inmates suffer frorn sensory 
deprivation, isolation, various 
mental illnesses, and Iypically, 
the loss of the ability to interact 
wilh others, McKay said. There 
are many horrifying stories of 
physical abuse. Themost graphic 
anecdote may be the forced 
bathingofadclusionalinmateby 
prison guards. ThebathwalCrwas 
sohOlthatitlilerallybumedaway 
layers of the prisoner's skin. 
Prison guards and doctors 
reportedlydidnotfinditnecessary 
torenderimmedialemedicalcare. 
When he was eventually treated 
at a local hospital, he needed 
e.xtensiveskingral"ttreatment1"be 
prison rlfCd one guard it found 
culpable,buttheorflcialssaythese 
Iypesofincidentsarenotevidence 
of any underlying institutional 
abuse. 
This prisoner would have 
tcstifiedattrial,ifhehadootdied 
due to his deleriorated condition. 
McKay said these conditions 
ihreatendirectharmtotheoulSic\e 
world because most of these 
inmates are not in Pelican Bay 
serving a life sentence. Rather, 
they are released into a society In 
which they may nOl. be able to 
function. 
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Superagent Makes 
Success Sound Easy 
ASH Town Meeting 
By Chris Williams 
STAA'WRITEJI 
Say Hey, Leigh, how can I 
become a successful sports 
auomeylikeyOtl? 
Simple! Just take some 
business courses, graduate from 
law school, and then just hope to 
hell that one of your friends is 
Steve Bankowski! See, there's 
no need to memorize players' 
statistics, and Woost of all, forget 
ahollt passing out your card at 
iocaiathleticevents(Professor 
Malone wouldn't approve). 
Hosted by ACSEL, Leigh 
Steinberg, one of the premier 
sponsagentsintheficld,delivered 
another optimistic "State of the 
Athlete Address," replete with 
ad\'ice 00 athlete recruiting and a 
prediction for the future of 
professionalsponsinthewakeof 
recent salary caps. "Professional 
sports are still a very robust 
economic area," said Steinberg, 
citing the dnunatic increase in 
television revenues associated 
with professional football. from a 
paluy $17 million per team back 
in 1989toS40miUioo per team in 
1993. 
Steinberg,agraduateofBoralt, 
landed his first client, Steve 
Bankowski, while stilt in law 
school. Steinberg went on to 
negotiatearecordrookiecontract 
forBartkowskiinl975.Steinbetg 
has sLflcerepresented the likes of 
WamnMoon,JeffGeorge,Andre 
Ware,WiU''TheThriIl''Clark, 
and of course, Bay Area favorite 
Steve Young. YeL, despite the 
obvious success, Steinberg has 
nOl forgotten how to give back to 
the community, and he has made 
apointnottolettheplayersforget 
either. Some players are required 
in their conlraCts to repay ooUege 
scl\olarships, while others may 
contributemoneydirectlytotheir 
local community sportS program. 
''That's cool! Athletes are cool! 
lib Uh lib!" said one anonymous 
spectator wearing a "Beavis & 
Butlhead" T-shirt 
Stcinberg recognizes the high 
esteem and veneration that 
accompanies professional 
athletes, and he has figured OtIt 
how to tum thisathlel.eadoration 
into cold hard cash for good 
causes. Fore,;ample, each field 
goal kicked by Rolf Bemershka 
uanslal.ed into dollars spent to 
save endangered animal\. (Third 
year Kevin Reese remarted after 
seeing Leigh for the second time, 
"IthinkLeighisthegreatestthing 
since sliced bread, and I would be 
an invaluable help calculating 
LeighSftinbug 
doIJ~fordonkeysifLeigh would 
just give me the chance.") Other 
similarfund-raising~hemcshave 
blossomed since RoJ(, with 
chari lies earning dollars for 
homerunshitbyabaseballplayer, 
or foundations being awarded 
money for the number of yards 
rushed in a season bya football 
player. 
Of course, any Fall speaker 
might be remiss (possibly even 
reckless) if s,Ihe didn't throw in 
some advice on interviewing and 
job searches, and Stelliberg was 
no exception. One anonymOtis 
secoodyearmentionedafterwards 
that "I had planned to rush 
Steinberg if he said he ncededa 
summer associale." But alas, 
Steinberg simply pointed out the 
obvious, "most of the attorneys 
interviewing you today couldn't 
even get into Hastings now with 
the grades and scores they had 
back then." "Although 1 don't 
recommend pointing that out to 
any altorneys during an 
imerview,"cautioned Steinberg. 
"There is no prostitute like a 
refonned one," he warned. 
Nowforlhemomemthatsome, 
maybeall, of us have been waiting 
for - Leigh Steinberg's "Five 
Point Plan" to becoming a 
successful spons agen!. First, 
recognize that anti-solicitation 
laws were put out by scared old 
lawyers leery of what might 
happen if the approximately 
30,000 spans agents across the 
country started vying for the 
disproportionately smaJl number 
of professional athletes. Second, 
players want business attorneys, 
so take ~ and business courses. 
Third,asuccessfuisportSattomey 
mustdevelopaspecialty,keeping 
in mind that this doesn't include a 
specialty in, say,multi-million-
dolIarCOOtraclS.Founh,onemight 
want to volunteer sometime at 
the local high school (allhough if 
your busineu card reads 
Buuafuocco, Esq. you should 
probablyskipthispanoftheplan). 
Finally, and perhaps most 
imponant, you must put the word 
ouL "Sounds preuy simple," said 
one naive, anonymous rllSt year. 
SlCinberg'soverallprediction 
for professional sports was 
optimistic. He said the recent 
micro-fractionalization of 
tclevision, with viewers now able 
to choose from hundreds of 
channels, will open up new 
markets for spccialty sports 
programming. Television is 
aJreadybringing in more revenue 
than ticket sales, and the future 
seems to be heading that way, 
notes Steinberg. 
Not to be OtItdone, Steinberg 
intimaledduring his speech that 
fie is in the process of creating an 
entirely new sport, where he 
would own the teams, the players 
and the l.elevision rights. Sound 
megalomaniacal? Perhaps, but 
Sl.einberghas been on theculting 
edge before, and there is nodoubl 
that he will temain so for years to 
By Tony Francois 
STAA'WRIrnt 
Complaints about Career 
$ervices,SOCurity,risingcostsaM 
campus intolerance filled the 
Louis B. Mayer Lounge Nov. 9. 
Inalwo-hour"townhallmeeting," 
the ASH Political Action 
Committee heard acerbic views 
from about 20 studcnts on the 
state of the Hastings community. 
Student Services Director 
Patsy Oppenheim and Associate 
Dean Leo Martinez attended the 
"We are all 
adults now ... 
you can't require 
sensitivity 
training . .. 
meeting and responded to some 
of the criticisms. 
Erica Teasley, chair of the 
ASHPoliticalActionCommiuee, 
said the meeting was arranged 
after members of the Hastings 
JewishLawStudents' Association 
told ASH thatoneof!heir posters 
Students Battle 
Over Abortion 
Colllilllltdjro",Pagt1 
revealed they were performing 
abonionsonwomcn whowercn't 
pregnant Evereubecame pro-life, 
and now travels the country 
speaking on the corrupt profit 
motives that she says drive the 
abortion industry. She said 
PiannedParenthoodexists "to get 
our kids sexually acliveand then 
give them abortions." Hcrclinics 
hada''profitgoal''ofhavingagirl 
have 3·5 abortions between age 
l3and 18. "We knew how to get 
those girls back," Everett said, 
''we'dgivethem binhconuolpills, 
bUlwc'dbesurethedosewastoo 
low." 
The video was shown in the 
IMstudentloungeandtherewere 
about50studentsintheaudience, 
among them members of HAGL 
and the Clara Foltz Feminist 
Society. FCRS had lCSCl"ied the 
room for the 11:40-12:30period, 
and the video ran 53 minutes. 
About a third of the way into the 
presentation, first year Robin 
Haaland said, "I reaI!y object 10 
thefactthisvideogoesuntilc1ass 
time. I think you should stop it 
earlysowecanhaveadiscussion." 
When Clark refused to stop 
the video, Haaland again asked 
the group, "How many people 
here want to stop the vidco early 
so we can have a discussion?" 
Most of the people in the room 
raised their hands, but FCRS 
members responded that if they 
wanted a discussion, they shOtild 
rent their own room in their own 
time. FCRS only had the 1M 
1000nge for 50 minutes, the video 
ran 53minu\eS,and the purpose 
of this mceung was to watch the 
presentation, Clark said. Haaland 
and most of the people in the 
audience then walked out. 
"That film was inflammatory 
propaganda, presented in a way 
discussion. We'rencre,and where 
are they?" asks third year Bruce 
Mclntosh. AC1araFoltzluncheon 
with female faculty and sta!fwas 
going on at the same time. 
While Haaland and Tigerdez 
disagree with FCRS' position on 
abortion, they both coodemned 
the fact that the group's flyers 
have been ripped doWli. 'That's 
the worst, most immature way of 
dealing with conflict," said 
Haaland,"FCRShasarighttoits 
space.l'dfeelawfulifHAGLhad 
its flyers ripped down. M Tigerdez 
agrced. ''Those tactiCJ are IO:.aUy 
unacceptableatHastings. They're 
unethical and tacky, and they 
really undelcutourposition," she 
said. ''The last thing we want is to 
make manyn Ollt of FCRS." 
in the lOwers had been defaced. 
Arourdthesarne,shesaid,another 
swclentgroupcompiainedtoDean 
Maninez that their posters wete 
beinglakendown. 
Teasley said the goa] of !he 
meeting was to gauge the campus 
mood and to see if the incidents 
reponedwereisolated,orwbttber 
theyreflecteddivisionwithintbe 
school. 
She said that she hoped that 
some son of scnsitivity prognwn 
would be offered in the spring. 
However, she said, "We are au 
adults now .. , you can't require 
sensitivity training in this 
environment like you can with 
freshmanundergradualtS." 
At the meeting, the Sludents' 
chief target III the administration 
wastheOfficeofCareerServices. 
Aithoughtheyacknowledgedlhat 
!he Bay Areajob markel is tough, 
theyalsosaidCareerServiceswas 
not doing enough. Oppenheim 
challenged Ihose present to 
investigate some of the office's 
new programs. However, some 
said the problem was with the 
staff and not the programs. 
Oppenheim said a majOr effon 
was underway to improve the 
office. 
Security was another concern 
raised. A fllSt year student asked 
why t.here was noon-fOOl escort 
service from the Law Library to 
\heTowersafterdark.Oppenheim 
responded that this had been the 
praclice in the past. that security 
officersfearedfortheirownsafety 
walkingbacktothesecuritydesk, 
and therefore the policy was 
abandoned. 
Also addressed was the 
question of emergency loans to 
students. One student said the 
Financial Aid Office had told her 
there was no such Ihing. She 
learned at the meeting that they 
are readily available at Fiscal 
Services. Dean Martinez said the 
mistakewasprobablyduetoshott 
staffing at the Financial Ofr.ce, 
which only recently gOi a new 
director. 
Afinalconcemwasthisyear's 
higher cost of student health 
insurance. Oppenheim responded 
thattheincreaseintheco-paymenl 
for prescriptions had been 
instilUtedbecausesludentswem 
"losing" prescriptions. She said 
the new "Health Service CenlCf 
Fee" was necessary to keep the 
health office open on campus. 
SevernJ swdent group kaden 
said students should be more fuBy 
involved in college govenwx:e, 
including faculty lCCruitmentand 
hiring, curriculum design and 
admissions. Dean Martinez 
assured those present that the 
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To Live, Drive, and Give Birth in L.A. 
8yK.C.Ma 
STAPfWmu. 
TraffIC in Los Angeles is bad, 
but on one particular day of the 
year it becomes • frozen block, 
intertwined throughout all 
scclions. During the night of that 
particular day, and thai day is 
always towards the end of 
November, the frozen block 
slowly thaws and tnc melted 
dnbbiereachesapaniculargarage 
out in a particular suburb. 
During Ihis particular day, I 
was doing what I usually do, 
driving a $100,000 vehicle in a 
mundane streich of LA freeway. 
No, I'm not a rich man buta poor 
student making up the increases 
of PJ.ition aI UCLA by driving an 
ambul.ance. The vehicle is my joy, 
big and cumbersome with the 
oxygen tanks and backboardsand 
my partnef's hearty lunch in its 
hold. Looking down on the frozen 
mass, the crawl through the 
familiar concrete stretch is my 
parttimejob. Todrive,topickup, 
to drop off. Simple enough. 
Mypannerand I, in Ihecabof 
theambLilancesil in themiddieof 
the fruway, waiting for the call 
that will always come. 
Somewhete,someplace, someone 
is feeling pleasanl BUI we go 
elsewhete, 10 pain and sorrow, to 
death and blood. 
Theday isaThursday, the last 
Thursday of November. The 405 
is full of cars, kladcd and full. 
Inside Ihe cars, many wait 
impatiently to go and slUff their 
stomachs full of turkey and 
pumpkin pie. My paMer eats his 
sandwich, wilted letruce and a 
yellow glob he calls "cheese". 
Thar.'shissnack.AbouIeveryhour 
"'<aU. 
We're in the middle of it, not 
moving anywhere. Five 0' clock 
onthe405.1 cangetoutand walk 
fas1et but I don't care. I'm stuck 
in the middle of this urban 
dilemma. "Bumpl" My partner. 
Hands tense, and foot on the 
brakes, a woman stares intently in 
front of her. 'There's only an 
unendingrowofMazdas,Hoodas, 
and an occasional Chevy. The 
Honda in front of her inches 
forward and immedialely her foot 
switches, slam on Ihe pedal, then 
slam on the brakes, Irnveling 15 
feel or so as quickly as she can. 
Hands tense, and fOOl on the 
brakes again. Waiting. Frozen. 
"Hey, at least we won't get 
anycallsintbismess,huh?" Piece 
of a lettuce swck between his 
teeth, he says a mindless, 
meaningless phrase that he 
immediately forgets. This is how 
we pau the time when the calls 
arc few. He eats, I drive. 
"Or if we do, make sure you go 
He chuckles. He's short, 
stocky, a black Puerto Rican, 
simple most of the time but a 
brilliantaulOm8lOl'lwhenitcomes 
to the task. He likes to play with 
hisears.Herubsthem,picksthem 
and sometimes Just IOlIChes the 
fleshy panofthe lobe stating that 
its softer than ababy'sbuu. Once 
he told me that!le likes ID rub his 
ears because it reminds him of 
sex. Jt'sa1most the same feeling, 
he says. 
Eatingthatsandwichkeepshis 
hands occupied or he probably 
would be rubbing that damn ear. 
Her hands are still clutched 
tightly 10 that wheel, fOOl still on 
the brakes, dOing that urban 
freeway dance, not wanting 
anyone 10 take heI precious 15 
feel Maybe I should CUI her off. 
'Theday had been long, maybe 
16 hour:s intO the shift and only 6 
more to go. In this motionless 
state, I can't keep my mindoffil 
ItrylOforgetbynotthinking,just 
dOing, but it's always there 
nagging at my gUI and ootletting 
go.TheOld,freckJedandwrink1ed 
Hand,cold 10 thelOUch. isalways 
in my mind, keeping its vision 
strongwithashotofscnow.Every 
day, we inevitably end up in a 
convalC.'lCent home to pick up 
that Old, fm:kled and wrinkled 
Hand, cold to Ihe touch. Itmay be 
in Santa Monica or East L.A. or in 
the AIDS ward al CcnlW)' City 
Hospital bul the hand is the same 
and its always cold. Taking their 
blood pressure is pan of lhe 
routine. I take their hand, plltiton 
my thigh, wrap the cuff around 
the biceps, put the piece in my 
ean,pumptheairbladder,releasc 
slowly, and hear and measure the 
rush of blood through their smaU 
and fragile veins. Sometimes I 
have 10 do it over and over again. 
I fake it when I can't hear it-
120180 gets written on the record 
sheet. Once I took my own blood 
pressure and the sound was so 
loud. The needle hit 90, a big 
RUSH, RUSH, RUSH, RUSH, 
RUSH, Rush, Rush, rush would 
poundmyearsand finally it would 
dissipate al 40. The sound was 
never that loud from !heOId Hand. 
Often the Old Hand would 
tremble and the eyes on the face 
of someone's grandma would 
display fear. Then the hand got 
older, even more wrinkled and 
fm:k1ed, colder. When we picked 
them up at lheconva1escent home, 
00 one said good.bye or cried Of 
shouted, we JUst picked up this 
dying, old grandma and took her 
away. The others stared al our 
uniforms. The eyes followed, 
knowing thai they 100 would go 
alone, picked up by the uniform, 
never 10 return again. As soon as 
we put one of them on the 
slIetcher,thenursetookthesheets 
off and began 10 prepare for the 
nellt one with the same hand. 
Thehandonthelhightrembles 
so I pat it. I!SOK I'd say. I don'l 
want ID know the truth, I want to 
be an efficient robot and JUSI eat 
and pick my ear and go home and 
eat turkey and stuff my face and 
burp. But I pat. The ellperienced 
ones that know they'll go back 10 
thatplace try to becheerful but its 
kinda hard 10 be cheerful with a 
broken hip. They won'ldie. 
Once, my parmer and I wentto 
this awesome looking apanment 
with a beautiful view of Venice 
beach. Skin was abundantly 
shown. Breasls and curves 
covered by thin c101h and long 
legs roller blading down the path 
was the view. We stared. The sun 
shown and the ocean glistened. 
Far away I could see the white 
triangle of a sail and I could hear 
the ooise of healthy bodies. The 
ocean breue hit us through the 
window. Cool and salty, it 
cleansed my nose but for a 
precious second. Life took a 
routine step. 
We were there 10 pick up an 
old lady wilh a broken hip. She 
wascalm,shehadbroken it before 
so she k.ncw. She k.ncw that she 
had 10 spend thenextyearina bed 
and hire a Guatemalan or a 
Jamaican or some other poor fool 
so they could shove food in her 
mouth and then wipe hershit and 
then have to wonder if they're 
stealing her money or taking!ler 
antiques. 
So we wrap her up and take 
her in the ambulance and I pat her 
hand and she says "You're so 
young." But Ihat was at the 
beginning, now none of the old 
ladies say that bcc.ause my face 
has aged faster Ihan my years. 
She was talkative, and asked me 
many questions and eventually 
she found out thai I was a poor 
college siudent. Before we 
reached Ihe hospital she offered 
me a position. 
"Live with me in that 
apanmenl, close enough 10 go to 
UCLA.Hshesaid "Just live with 
me. Noren!. All you have 10 do is 
be thereat nights. Just in case." 
Shegavemeherphonenumber 
and IOld me tocall her in a month 
when she gOl out of the hospital 
but I lost it. 
"S7,standby.H 
"Shit! YoureadYlOwritedown 
the call?" 
My partner shoved the last of 
his sandwich in his mouth and 
shook. his head up and down, 
grabbing the pad and pencil. 
"87, Code 7 at 405 south and 
Montana. What's your E.T.A.?" 
We were less than a 1/4 mile 
away on the same stretch of 
freeway but how the fuck should 
I koow how long II was gonna 
take me 10 get there? Fucken 
traffic! 
"Dispatch, we're slLick here 
on the 405 about 1/4 mile away. 
Over." 
"87,canyouCode3? Ovcr." 
''That'S a negative." 
"Standby, 87." 
We had moved only aboUl20 
feet in the last 10 minutes so I 
figuredourETA wasabout4hours 
at this rate. 
"87, one of you go 10 site on 
fOOL" 
What the fuck? Protocol? Go 
10 site on foot? 
"87, confirm.?" 
"Did you say go on foot?" 
"87, that's a positive." 
"You go and I'll take care of 
this baby? Whaddaya say?" 
I didn't wantlOargue with my 
partner and besides he was shon, 
stocky and ale too many 
sandwiches for his own good. I 
switched on the reds but left the 
sirens orr, got out, went 10 the 
back, gOi the \muma box and 
slatted jogging on the shoulder of 
the freeway. 
That woman withtheleadfoot 
and clenched fist didn't even 
notice me. She kept on driving 
without going anywhere. 
Myst.ecl toe boots were sturdy 
and if a car ran over my toeS, the 
steel were made 10 protect !hem. 
For jogging Ihe steel did prota:1 
by toes, but uUed my knees. 
Soon enough I saw a crowd 
but no tangled cars. Only some 
peoplearoundaparticularHonda. 
One man saw me and began 
running towards me. He had one 
handon his forehead, the olheron 
his back. His head had stared at 
my direction before he noticed 
m,. 
"My wife! ThetrafflC ... "Pum 
!'um 
"lcan'tmove,Ican'tgetherto 
the hospital. She's pregnant!" 
Puff! Pum 
When we got 10 the Honda, I 
saw her loog, shiny hair draped 
over her shouldeTs and although 
her husband was JXlnicked, she 
seemed calm, beautiful. Her skin 
was smoot11, seemingly made of 
velvet softness and milky white. 
Her eyes were black as coal and 
glowing. She lay in the back seat. 
with her small hands supporting 
her heavy burden. Instinctively, 
she spread her legs, for she knew 
it was time, and regardiess of the 
traffIC the baby was ready ID poke 
his head OUt and come 10 this 
world. 
I ripped open thebinh kit and 
spread the sterile blanket 
underneath her legs. She had 
already taken off her panues and 
revealed the birth canal ID me. I 
measured it. 1Ocentimeters! She 
was breathing hard and the baby 
was goona come out any second! 
"OK, ma'am, you stay calm 
and Just breathe, ok? You don't 
need IDpush." 
What I really wanted to say 
was, cross your legs and hold ()II 
tight until we get to the hospilal. 
Shesuredidn'lneed me 10 tell 
herlObecalm. Shehadapeculiar 
confidence that made my 
nervousnessdisappeat.Luculy, I 
didn'tseethecordoranything.1t 
waswetandbloodybuteverything 
seemed normal. I spread her legs 
and placed a hand on the exit. 
She was in pain but she 
refrained from screaming. ThelOp 
of the head appeared. Thank God. 
No bceech. Shekepton breathing 
bUI the head jusl stayed there, 
Slowly, the head gOl bigger and 
ioched OlItunderby my hand and 
then all of sudden the head was 
out and the rest of the body just 
kinda .. , well, feU outon my hand. 
Man it was slippery! I grubbed it 
wilh both hands and it staned to 
cry. I didn't even have 10 slap il 
After she finished her business, I 
finished my businessand wrapped 
the baby in a blanket and handed 
it to her. My eyes began 10 sting. 
Only then did I realize I was 
sweating profusely and Ihe sweat 
was stinging my eyes but I 
couldn't wipe them with my 
hands. I asked someone ID do it 
forme. 
The husband reappeared but 
he was alwaystherc. 
"Hey, come here next to your 
wife and see your kid." 
I grabbed his hand and placed 
it below her navel. 
"You have 10 rub it in slow 
circles." He did as told. 
"Is it a boy or a girn" 
"It's a boy.H 
He beamed. 
And I felt better. 
Pedestrian Interviews 
Interviews By Steven Feinstein 
Photos By Leslie Hyman 
Lorena Bobblt cut off her husband John's 
penis and said she did It because he raped 
her. He was recently acquitted of the 
charge. What do you think about this? 
Alex Mart 
3rd year 
I think they both shouk:! go 
to a penal institution. 
Evan Lee 
Professor 
II is a freak case ... She cui 
his thing off. 
John Effinger 
Bookstore Manager 
The jury found it a rut and 
dried issue. 
Reml Mullins 
1st year 
I think that the jury may 
have been swayed 
because he was a 
sYrfllathetic victim due to 
the injuries he suffered 
Crystal Thomas 
2nd year 
I think it's only natural 
when someone is using 
a weapon against you, to 
disarm them. Basically 
what she did was to 
disarm him of a very 
dangerous weapon. 
Susan Stapleton 
3rd year 
What I like about the 
case is watching the 
news broadcasters, like 
Tom Brokaw, have to 
say the word penis. You 
just know they practiced 
it so they woukjn't laugh 
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Barristers Dance the Night Away 
By Elaine Paplos 
STAfFWRJT'ER. 
The Hastings Alumni 
CommilteeandASHhosledtheir 
first annual Barristel1l' Ball Nov. 
12attheWestinSt.FrancisHotel 
on Union Square. 
"Theevent wasaculmination 
of a couple of years of planning," 
said Leslie Kim, ASH secretary. 
She said the Alumni Committee 
finally made the event possible 
by paying for the hall and 
entcnainment, while ASH paid 
fortheappetizersanddecorations. 
ASH sold oYer 300 tickets. 
The crowd was mostly 
students, with a smatlering of 
alumni and professor5. Among 
thealumnipresentwasEli:mbeth 
F. Bradley, class of '77 and 
alumni association President-tD-
be for '95-'96. "This is a 
wonderful way for studcnts and 
alumni 10 inteT3Ct IOgether," said 
PHcrroByEu.mHPAI'LOS 
DQllCI.DQllCI.DCJ/1C1 
Bradley. Fred Butler, a 1986 
Hastings graduate and member of 
thealumni board,saidtheballwas 
a "wonderful idea with plenty of 
interesting people present." 
The CalifQ'l1ia West Ballroom 
was festively decorated with 
purple and gold balloons and 
streamer5. Many students said it 
remindedthernoftheirhigh9CbooI 
prom, except you could get 
plastered inside instead ofhaving 
to do it in the limousine 
beforehand. 
The music ranged from 
contemporary dance music 10 
country and even a wallZ. It gave 
the auendees a good chance 10 
judge whether their classmates 
had rhythm. 
The music stopped al about 
12:30 a.m. Students were not 
bashful; most were found on the 
dance floor, as was Prof. David 
Faigman. The major complaints 
werenotcooughfood,flOlenough 
banend('J'S, and ouldated music. 
"Eugene the Banender," howev('J', 
complemented the students for 
"keeping the tradition." He also 
thought most were "good tippers." 
On the whole, students were 
impressed. Irena Tenser, a rllSt 
CottJill"rdo"PQPJJ 
Faculty: Only Kane is Able 
Colllin",dfro_Pagrl 
of the Sea. Before coming 10 
Miami, Oxman worked foe nine 
years as Assistant Legal Adviser 
for Oceans, Environment and 
Scientilic Affairs for the United 
States Slate DepanmenL Oxman 
also represented the United States 
at the United Nations conference 
on the Law of the Sea. 
Student comment about 
Oxman, as compiled by Ayayo, 
found Oxman as having a good 
vision for Hastings with a well 
thought out balance between 
creating a good campus climate 
and respecting free speech. 
Oxman was described as candid, 
bright, diplomatic,and caring. On 
the negative side some students 
thought Oxman was too 
discipline·oriented and not 
concerned about improving career 
serviceS. 
StudentcornmentaboutKanc, 
3SCOfI1piledby Ayayo, was mostly 
negative.Shewastheleastfavored 
of the four candidates who met 
with students. Students 
commented that she is 
authoritarian, and neither 
accessible nor dynamic. Others 
felt she was oblivious 10 student 
concerns and that Hastings needs 
change which she would not 
provide. On the positive side she 
was viewed as having a good 
academic reputation and strong 
suppon among the faculty. 
Kane became a professor at 
Hastings in 1917, specializing in 
civil procedure. She became 
Academic Dean in 1990. She 
Michigan, received her B.A. in 
1968 and her 1.D. in 1971. AI 
Michigan she worked with law 
professor and television 
pet'SOOality Arthur Miller. 
Atthedeansearchcommittee's 
November 8 forum, Kane began 
by speaking about the financial 
crisis facing Hastings. She 
predicted that tuition will go up 
and the newdean'slirstchallenge 
will be to make Hastings 
acccssibleforallby lindingprivate 
funding sources and 10 reevaluate 
how Hastingsdistributes rmancial 
aid. 
"II seems like you put in all 
this effort and end up with 
nothing" said Kane, refening 10 
the many Hastingsgraduates who 
are uncmployed in a job market 
she described as the "worst in a 
decade." As dean she said she 
wanted 10 set up specialization 
tracks and find ways for all 
students to distinguish 
themselves. 
This reporter asked her what 
she !nought of Tom Debly's 
posted leuer Criticizing students 
who publicly criticize staff 
members, and his secOlid letter 
criticizing this reporter and the 
LowNr:ws. Shesaid that while the 
administration wanted to learn 
about staff problems, it was "very 
risky" to publicly criticize them 
by name. Whenaskedifsheagreed 
with Debley thai Hastinlls 
studcntswereexceptionallynasty, 
she replied that she did not feci 
Hastingsstudents were especially 
nasty, but that they were acting 
and reacting under enormous 
attended the University of pressure. 
Kane was asked about 
disaffection among Hastings 
studentsandalackofcommunity. 
Shesaidtheadministratioo needed 
to be responsive 10 students and 
thal ihereneededlol)em(l'esocial 
activitiesamongstudentsandwith 
\hefaculty. ShefeltthenewLEOP 
admissiOlis procedures were a 
positive change. She said she did 
not yet know how the 
administratiOli would respond to 
the Smith decision, which may 
jeopardize the current mandatory 
ASH student activity fee. 
She said that she would have a 
more hands-on administration 
than Dean Read, butdid ootexpect 
any major staff changes. Kane 
said she wanted to have regular 
cOfltactwith ASH to stay in touch 
with student concerns. On the 
subject of the West Block, 
including theGoldenGate Avenue 
hole, she thought this would not 
be a problem for the next dean as 
the status quo would likely be in 
place for the nell:! five years. 
This report('J' asked Kane to 
name one mistake the 
administmtion had made in the 
past year. She grimaced and said 
that "wedon'tcommunicate what 
it is we are doing and that causes 
problems time and again with us." 
She felt that the administration 
needs to beu('J' infonn students of 
the procedures that the 
administration goes through 
before implementing new 
policies. 
If not mooe dean she said she 
would pursue oppOrtunities 
outside of Hastings. 
No'lltmkr 23.1993 lIastings Low News 
Students v. Professor 
requests for five months by tctJ\ 
StudenlS and the administration 
for redress of grievances againSI 
him. 
Finally,thesrudenlSarguethat 
Ihe administration has failed 
adequately 10 respond to student 
concerns regarding their grades 
and Gutterman's refusal 10 
respond to student grievances. 
"The Hastings Academic Dean's 
Offtce has taken few proactive 
steps to begin a fact-rinding 
process," according to the 
studenlS, Hand those steps it has 
taken have been tentative and 
weak," 'The student.! demand that 
Hastings make greater efforts 10 
make Gutterman explain his 
gradingprocedures.Furthermore, 
thesrudenlSdemandthatHastings 
provide "speedy relief,andstop 
idly standing by and hoping this 
maner will go away. "'ThesrudenlS 
art upset thai Hastings does flO( 
have a formalized procedure for 
COIItestinggradesOl"theevaluation 
process. A JXUfessormayreview 
an ellam for "computalional" 
errors only. It is ellceptiooally 
dif!icull to have a course grade 
changed. 
"This is a due process 
nightmare," says a third year 
studenlwhorequestcdanonymity. 
'TheinSUllctortotal..lyignaedme 
when I tried to talk to him about 
the grade. I left several voice mail 
Kevin Lee Thomason 
Independent Computer Consultant 
Call me if you need help: 
Installing Soflware 
Fighting Computer Viruses 
Learning WordPerfect 
I charge reasonable rates, and your satisfaction is 
guaranteed. 415.864.3175 
messages and wrote a detailed 
letter.ireceivednoresponse.The 
Hastings administration has been 
unresponsive. My impression is 
thallheyjuSlwanluslogoaway.~ 
Andrea Barr, a third year Jaw 
student and petitioner, said she 
has also left repeated messages 
and sent letter to Guttennan bUI 
received no response. "If 
Gullennan refuses to meet with 
me,itisasifthereisnowhereelse 
togo. Due process at Hasungs is 
lacking." Kate Dyer, a third year 
who received a good grade in the 
course,alsowrOlea letter to Dean 
Martinez, saying Gutterman's 
teaching and grading procedures 
were "ridiculousH. "Nonnally, I 
would have auributed this 
disparily in grades to arbitrary 
law school exam grading, but 
people who are A students don't 
suddenly drop down 10 Os." 
Theadministtationiscurrently 
looking into this conflict. 
Guuerman has rmally responded 
to Dean Martinez, but his lctter 
remains "con!idential.H He has 
not, however, returned any of 
these students' personal phone 
calls or letters. Gutterman was 
unavailable for commen!. 
PaB~7 
On the Subject of... 
Falling in Love 
by Sophia Ng 
What I realty wanted to do was 10 crack a few good jokes, but 
my heart wasn't in il Sorry, folks. I don't mean to bring you guys 
down WIth me but this is how I feel at thc moment· 
A friend pomtcd out to mejustlast night that I am toomuchof 
a romanuclst and that I am too eager to love and be loved. He said 
what I n«d isa little patIence. I agree. A 1000ftimes I wished I were 
a lillie more pauent. That would have saved me from a lot of 
trouble. But we are aU slaves of Out own emotions or hormones ... 
to a cectain ellten!. Somelimes when II feels right, you do it. (No, 
that'S nOl what I mean. NOleverything has to end up in bed,) 
Sometimes good things happen, and other times disasters 
follow. Sadly for me, when I've acted on impulse, disaster was 
usually the result Now, I've just about given up on the thought of 
going after what I wanL I mean, really, if it doesn't work, why 
waste time andall those preciousemouons? I'm better off investing 
my time and energy in areas that are more safe and predictable, I 
hate going on emotional roller coasters. For my sake and for other 
people's sake, I give up. 
Falling in love is truly a wonderful thing ... when II happens. I 
seriously miss il. The first timel fell in love, I feltsosureandstrong 
thai I didn'tcare if the sky had faUen down. It was the ClIcitcment, 
the pounding heart, the sweaty palms, the feeling of dizziness, the 
loss of appetite, and everything else that is sweet and good. It was 
the eager anticipation of what might happen, and the earnest 
recollection of what did happen on a date. II was talking on the 
phone endlessly even though the tWO were both 100 inellperienced 
to have much tosay,butwerebo\J1 satisfied at listening to each 
other's voices, young swett passionate voices. 
It was the first kiss, first hug, first movie out, rll"Sl walk on the 
beach. It was "I miss you," "I love you," and "You are the most 
wooderful thing that has evu happened 10 me." It was the self· 
centerednessof the twoyoong ones involved. No oneelse mattered. 
They were only into each o\hu and into whatevu else they were 
doing despite the public's look of horror. There was no worry of 
consequences. Perhaps they dido', know any belter. 'They were 
livinginthemomenl,lovingeachothutothebesloftheirabilities. 
I think that's what love is all aboul Just you and me and nobody 
else. 
But those were the good old days. 
Okay. I am ready tomoveon, butl havenoooe tomoveon with. 
I seem tobedoingokay inotherareas but I think recently I'vebeen 
consistently receiving failing grades in romantic relationships. I 
seriously don't understand men and I don't think I ever will. I 
certainly admire some ofltJem (A) and I think that some (B) like 
me, but A and B seem to be murually ellclusive. 
Is that what life is all about? Is that the k.ind of game God is 
playing with us? Well some friends told me that only aftCllong 
hard searches will one learn how to appreciate. I've certamly been 
searching long and hard, but nothing seems 10 have surfaced. 
Maybe I am just blind and can't see. Some friends lell me that 
patience is a virtue, but that's easier said than done. They told me, 
"If he wanlS you bad enough, he'll ask you oot sooner or !aler." But 
what if he is thinking the same thing? I give up. 
And then there are other friends who told me 10 make the !irst 
move, IlOtlOmiss the perhaps Ioveofmy life. They basically asked 
what have I got to lose? The worse thing that could happen is a word 
of rejection. At least I would know for sure then wl\at is going on 
inhismind.lcanthenmoveonandcontinuemysearchforthclove 
of my life. Perhaps whal I need are more rejections. I wan! IOreach 
that stage where that "NOH word has no effect on me anymore ... 
PS: I'masingle Asian female, 2L, 23,averagelooking,avernge 
build. average personality ,andavcrage IQ.I' m looking fa someone 
to love and be loved by, someone passionate, caring, someone who 
leads an interesting life, who believes in equality as much as I do, 
who is confident, and open.minded. Will start from coffee, then 
lunch,thenamovie .ifyou'reinlerested,pleaseleaveallQteinmy 
SIC folder. 
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OPINION 
Why Bother? Letters to the Editor 
The faculty's recent vote on the next dean of the college 
shows conclusively that student opinion means nothing al 
Hastings. We therefore have decided 10 not waste our time 
writing another ignored editorial. 
Dean Debacle 
Editor, 
I wish roexpress mydismayal 
the recent faculty vote to send 
only one candidate for 
consideration by the Board to be 
the neJlt Dean of Hastings. (The 
distastefullness of the process is 
more upseuing than the focI thai 
the candidate was the one least 
likedbythestudentfocusgroup.) 
The seareh committee put 
much time and effort conducting 
a national search, discovering at 
leasttwoothercJltremelyqlL'llified 
candidates, only to have their 
efforts disregarded by the faculty. 
lftheywereonlygoingtoapprove 
Dean Kane, why did they embark 
uponacostiyandneedlesssearch1 
The faculty's decision to 
disregard the recommendation of 
the search committee and the 
overwhelming wishes of the 
students will have long-tenn 
negative effects for Hastings. I, 
for one, will not make alumni 
donationsi>ecauseofthebadtaste 
this has left in my mouth. I 
regretfully recommend that other 
students do the same. 
Robert Haga 
Second Year 
Dean Dismay 
Editor, 
I was going to write a leuerto 
theLo .... News arguing that Emma 
CoiemanJordanshouldbetheneJlt 
Dean of Hastings. Obviously, the 
faculty vote endorsing only Mary 
Kay Kane for Dean has made my 
argumentmOOl. 
I cannot begin to explain how 
frustrated and angry this 
development has made me. I say 
thisnotonlybecauseEmmaJordan 
was my personal favorite, but 
bccausethestudentswhoreviewed 
all final four candidates ranked 
Ms. 10rdan as thcir clear favorite 
as well. It is incredibly sad lhatthe 
faculty ignored these student 
sentiments. By nominating only 
one candidate, one who is not 
attuned to student needs. the 
faculty has made a selfish and 
shott-sighted decision. 
I also find it disheartening to 
know that all efforts of students to 
bring our voice into the selection 
processhasmeantlittJeornothing 
to the faculty. In aU theswdent 
input, from last spring's "Dream 
'"-______________ ..1 Dean" surveys to student 
evaluationsofcandidatesthisfall, 
we gave the Dean Search 
Commitleeamandateforchange. 
We wanted a new vision and 
direction for Hastings. Our needs. 
it seems, have fallen by the 
wayside.Weareleftinnobettera 
position than if we had never 
spokenupforourselves.lt'sasad 
state of affairs. 
Lesley Kim 
Second Year 
Work-A-Day 
Editor. 
Hastings' ABA/LSD will 
participate in the Work-A-Day 
Program. a national law swdent 
public interest event sponsored 
by the American Bar Association-
Law Swdent Division. The idea 
oftheprogram istopairlawschool 
student organizations with a 
community group and have 
studentsworkonapublicinterest 
event with this group on the last 
Saturday in 1anuary, 1994. 
The event is rapidly 
approaching and we need to rally 
participants from each interested 
campus organization, as well as 
students who may not bc actively 
involved with any organi7..ation. 
Each campus organization will 
haveachoiceofthepublicinttreSt 
group with which it would like to 
work. ABNLSDchapterofficers 
will make mitial contact with the 
participating community groups 
andputeachorganizationintouch 
with iLSchoscn group, or assign 
campus organi7..ations \0 groups if 
noprcfcrenceiseJlpressed. 
Lastyear,morethan6,OOOlaw 
students from over 52 law schools 
participated in theprogram.Some 
of the groups participated in Iaw-
related activities in community 
legal assistance clinics, while 
others interacted with groups 
providing services to children or 
!he elderly. 
The program will receive 
national and local presscovcrage 
and we hope to celebrate the 
successoftheeventwithapany 
for all of the participanLS on the 
night of January 29. Interested 
parties should cootact meor \he 
ABA/LSD via SIC folder as soon 
as possible. We look forward to 
strong participation from !be 
Hastings student body for ulis 
important national event 
Carla M. Miller 
Hastings ABA/LSD President 
Hash Tourism 
Editor, 
With eight days to go bcfore 
the Dutch finally decide to stan 
school on October II , I lOOk off 
forDenllllll1c:andmet"Mr. Hash," 
Philip Manin. on the overnight 
train to Copenhagen. 
Manin leadsDenmark's"Froe 
Hash" movement. He has a pot 
library,amIlSCUffi-likecollection 
of bongs and hash pipes, and a 
weekly radio show. He gelS 
arrested and writes editorials for 
Denmark'spapers;a1l topublicize 
the need to Iegalizecannabis.OTat 
least have Denmark do Holland's 
turn - your- back -h ypocr isy 
routine. 
Dutch-style non-
enforcement-where cannabis is 
sti.ll officially illegal but cops 
selectively ignore coffeeshops 
(although police recently banned 
puuing marijuana leaf stickers in 
coffeeshopwindows}-probably 
couldn't work in the U.S. The 
U.S. is too ethnically diverse 
(unlikehomogenousHo11and)and 
such opportunities for selective 
crackdowns would surely be used 
against minorities and scapegoat 
groups. 
Martin has lived with his 
girlfriend, Helen-a flight 
aucndant-and their giant bear-
like Newfoundland dog. Fez. for 
several years. He grows his own 
pot and makes his own hash, 
selling it in Christiana. 
Christiana is a neighborhood 
in Copenhagen where hash is 
openly sold-in between police 
raids-in an old army barracks 
that was occupied by squatters 
and hippies in 1972. Part ofit lies 
on a beautiful canal with nice 
houses and schools; it is not the 
violent and drug-crazcd anarchy 
the authorities portray it as. 
Martin also runs THC, "The 
Homegrower Co." (THC is the 
active ingredient in pol) THC 
sells sun lamps for indoor gardens. 
including pot gardens. Hisshop is 
like those that DEA thugs raided 
in Serutlea few years ago seizing 
3SSCts, cash and mailing lists in 
"Operation Grecn Merchant." I 
told Philip about this type of 
Federal action and he said soch a 
thing could never happen in 
Denmark. 
I also told Philip that his 
suPPOrt of tuation-where 
government seizes money-
implicitly condoned government 
Ct",tin ... dpII P.,w U 
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Guest Editorial 
Seuss Salad Bowls Pro-Choice, Anti-HFCRS 
By Scolt B. Johnson 
ClPINlONsEDITOR 
MENASA BLSA NALSA 
APALSA LARAZA HILSA 
WASPSA OTHERSSA 
What's your sign? 
It.emindsmeoflhatDr.Seuss 
episode in which those yellow 
pot-bellied Grinch-looking 
people paraded around proudly 
or hung their heads meekly 
depending upon the label afflXed 
to their chest. 
Label XX indicaiM the best. 
Label X indicated the rest. 
Whal's your label? 
lbe point Seuss was trying 10 
make to hiscanoon age audience 
was somelhing 10 the effect that 
weshouldllOtpLacegroupidentity 
aboveindividual identity. Itmade 
sensetomeasaten-year-old. 
So why does Hastings' 
population of 1'IW"lJso~/hi"g 
law students ignore the Doctor's 
advice? 
Our ethnic identity mania 
stems from the foundationally 
bogus notion that one's peer 
group must spring from one's 
ethnic group. It's the idea that 
you must SWTOund yourself with 
people who look like you. ha ... e 
laq names like yours, who can 
ttacealimboftheirfamilytroe to 
the same earthly enclave Ihat you 
can. Sadly, this mania preaches 
that I can represent your interests 
only if you and I ha ... e those traits 
in common. Dinkins or Giuliani: 
whichofthetwois morelike you? 
It's not a melting pot. It's a 
salad bowl. Not a real salad bowl, 
Ihough. ii's merely an oil on canvas 
depiction. Note how definedly the 
colorsremainseparnte. Don'thave 
the colors run. 
1bcsearecurioustimes. When 
David Me was in the political 
campaign business, one of his pet 
agendas was a brand of ethnic 
separatism in which the ... arious 
racial groupsofthiscounuywould 
live in "homelandsH with "like 
poople. n Jewish-Americans off to 
the Northeast. Black-Americans 
off to the South. Hispanic-
Americans ofT to the Soulhwest. 
Give Whitey therest. All sepanlte. 
All equal. 
I was rem inded of that Duke 
master plan while listening to a 
speoch at the Dia de La RaUl event 
during my Hrst year at Hastings. 
That day, the intense man 
addressing the audience made an 
inspired plea for a "free and 
independentSouthwestH in which 
peopleof Hispanic ancestry could 
live without the white· man's pest. 
Maybe Mr. Duke has more 
supporterS than one would have 
guessed. 
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"From diatogueoomes 1JlIth" 
By Joni Jacobs 
SEcorm YEAIl 
I recenlly auooded an event 
sponsored by the Hastings First 
Civil Right Society (HFCRS) 
entil1ed"An Insider's Vtewofthe 
Abortion Industry." The 
JX'CWltation wasseriously flawed. 
both in format and content. 
HFCRS scheduled a 53-
minute-long videotape 10 ftll a 
50·minute free period. leaving no 
opportunity todiscuss theoontent 
of the video. It struck me as Ihe 
nadir of cowardice to present a 
videotaped speaker-who could 
not respond to questions---on so 
controversial a topic and not allow 
time for discussion. When a 
request was made to resuucture 
the meeting to allow for 
discussion, Clarence Clark. the 
chair of tne meeting, refused, 
stating, 'ibere's JUSt no time.n 
He maintained tnis position even 
after a majority in attendance 
voted to pause the ... ideo and 
discuss itatappropri31emoments. 
Perhaps if HFCRS had its way, 
the videotaped speakcrcould have 
addressed a ... ideotapedaudience. 
making absolutely sure that no 
discussion or dissensioo would 
break out. 
Mr. Clark opcned themceting 
by stating Ihat Hastings students 
Guest Editorial 
are bombarded with the phrase "a 
woman's right tochooscH sooften 
that ·'We begin to think there's 
something to iL As Hitler said, if 
you repeat a lie often enough. 
poople will belie ... e it's true." Mr. 
Clark's attempt lOequale the pro-
choice movement with Naziism 
(a common rl'leloricaldevise used 
by the antichoice movement) is 
historically inaccurate. While 
Hitler is credited with writing. 
"Any lie will be believed if you 
make it big enough." one of his 
fIrst acts upon coming w power 
was to ban abortion for Gennan 
women. The pro-choice 
movementhasnolhinginoommon 
with fascism. and Mr. Clark's 
thinly ... eiled attempt to allude 
olherwise is patenl.ly offensive. 
The ... ideotapedspeaker,CaroI 
Everett, was no less offensive in 
her terms of discourse. Referring 
to the pro-choice movement as 
"the hairy-legged womcn,H Ms. 
Everett purported to report on the 
practices of an abortion clinic she 
ran in Dallas, Te,;as, during the 
19805. However. Ms. Evereu's 
stOT)' was full of inaccuracies, 
distortions, and violent 
"Christian H rhetoric. At one poinl, 
Ms. E ... erett said. with a grin on 
her face, "I pray every day for 
God 10 zap the abortion clinics," 
and "When we come together, 
pro-life group and pro-life group, 
church and church, wc're going 
to blow those abortion clinics 
away.~ Ms. E ... erctt·s last 
statement is, unfortunately, 
literally uuc. Hamssing pickets. 
property destruction, ... iolence, 
and even murder al abortion 
clinlcsbyrabidantichoicefanatics 
is becommg more and more 
common. 
Ms. E ... erell's story was 
summarized for me by a member 
of HFCRS as "I Tllll an abortion 
clinic and this is what IIItJ [read 
'they all'] do.H Moreaccunuely, 
Ms. Everen's story is, '" ran an 
abortion clinic and this is what 
mint did. H If Ms. E ... erett's 
accauntcan be belie ... ed, ltlsclcar 
that she operated a fraudulentand 
dangCfOus medical facihty.lt's a 
good thing for tne women of 
Dallas that she's no longer in tne 
business. In fact. it's a shame 
criminal charges weren't brought 
against her for her shoddy 
malpractice. (Shc admits that her 
clinic was busted for peJforming 
abortions on women who were 
not pregnanl.) Howc ... er, her 
account cannot be generalittd. to 
applytoanyotherfamilyplanning 
clinic inthecounU)'.lknow from 
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No Tolerance for Crime 
By Adrian Triminio 
T1mtDYEAIl 
"We don't need 10 build more 
prisons. They'reawas\eofmoncy. 
We should confront the large 
number of criminals we have 
occupying our cities and takc the 
tenn ·war on crime' seriously. 
We should build P.O.W.-style 
camps staffed by the military; this 
does not require new funding-
they are already paid.~ 
This quote by noted author 
Stanley Crouch renects the 
sentiments of an increasing 
number of Americans. Theirs is 
anoutrageagainstapnsonsyslem 
that docs not mete out true 
punishment. Murderers and 
rapists should be sentenced to 
years of el\tremely hard labor. 
Instead, tney are provided witn 
televisions, radios, and weekend 
furlough programs. It is not 
Surprising that many ha ... e gi ... en 
up faith in our legal system. 
Defeatism,however,helpsnoonc. 
Winmng any war requires a 
complete understanding of one's 
enemy. The United States' 
criminal problemgoesbeyondthe 
confines of its jail cells. The 
solution begins with an analysis 
of how many ... iew tne nature of 
criminals. The most violent 
offenders are considered victims 
of circumstances beyond their 
control. It is demanded that we 
understandtheirrageandfeelthcir 
pain. Many of these calls come 
from overly sympathetic 
JOumalists,lawschoolprofessolS, 
and popular psychologiSts. 
Consider the case of Robert 
Alton Harris.Ourpressdidagood 
job of portraying Mr. Harris as a 
hapless product of an alcoholjc 
mothec. Hewasmentallyretarded 
to some degree because he was 
bornwith fetal alcohol syndrome. 
We are asked to sympathize with 
his plight. His lawyers said he 
was not totally accountable for 
his cold-blooded murders or two 
teenage boys. Robert Alton Hanis 
laughed as he shot them to death. 
Afterwards, he wenl inside their 
... ehicle and calmly ate their food 
Strangely enough it is those or us 
wholkmanded hisuocution who 
are called cold-heartcd. 
Thedrc3doffacinghumanity's 
evil side is shamefully 
w1despread. After the Reginald 
Denny trial, thejuryupected the 
American people to belie ... ea bald 
lie. They said Reginald Denny's 
assailants were ... ictims of mob 
frenzy. This frenzy. they 
concluded,greal.ly controlled their 
actions. The truth is that Mr. 
Denny's altackers were 
opportunists. These hooligans. 
and others of their ilk, took 
advantage of a social tn.ak:down 
in order to plunder and terrorize 
anyone around them. 
Our perceptions of criminals 
are renections of a society in thc 
throes of ideological ambiguity. 
Atthesametimethat weare urged 
to be moce accepting of deviancy, 
our go ... ernmcnt and criminal 
Justice system are accused of not 
adequately protecting us. 
The only way to stem the 
ulCre3singcrimesurge is to suffer 
no mercy on ... ictimizers 
Compassion and moral relativism 
have no place in our legal system 
Justice must be the sole arbiter of 
punishment. 
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Alternative Forums At Lunch With ... Tom Debley 
Things to do in the Bay Area 
By Eric Tao 
Lost Innocence 
Why do we like going 10 shows, listening to bands as they bang and 
scream out "LIVE FOR TODAY" brutal in·your·facehedonistsoogs 
of abandon: as we poison our bodies with alcohol and nicotine, and 
risk serious bodily injury in a mass of swirling elbows? It quite 
possibly isa staunch existentialist rebel r:ryagainst the absurdity of 
life, where we seek immortality in rejecting the demands of our 
survival: work hard, eat right, follow rules, listen 10 your parents. 
Empowered by youthful spirit and emboldened by ignorance, the 
driving grind of unbridled rock show~ elevates us abov.1 the mundane 
paradox of daily life, This paradox, however, is duplicated on stage; 
for our long·haired messengers of anarchy and rec:;kless abandon can 
only achieve immonality by fUlding ..... Death, This all became harshly 
real 10 me this past weekend al the revered house of Slim's. 
Slim's is a great place for shows. Large enough to bring in bands 
that are good enough 10 get on MTV's Alternative Nation, it is still 
small enough 10 offer aclub rather than aconcen feel. Slim' oS is located 
on IlthandHowarddown by20Tank- Brewery, the Paradise Lounge, 
Club DNA, and uh, Club Oasis (don't go there, it is the Velveetaof 
cheesy clubs). As aHastings student, aSlOpatSlim' s before graduating 
is highly recommended as an experience 10 add to yout repertoire of 
"things I did allaw school, so you can see that I'm prelly hip." 
Slim'sislikeasmalltheaterwiththesealStakenouLHighceilings, 
a great sound system, professional stage lighting, and two big bars 
provide the essentials for rock and roll euphoria. On this night 
Dramarama was playing, Dramarama is a band that weaU(,?) listened 
to throughoul high school and college. It was that kinda alternative. 
positive kinda hard rock band thai was cool to have in your CD 
collection, like the Cult, the Replacements, the BU22cocks, you know. 
A Continuing Series 
By Steven Feinstein 
EDITOR L~aDEF 
After my ellchange of written 
comments with Tom Debley, I 
decided it was ume to build 
bridges with the administration. 
So I invited him 10 lunch. He 
readily accepted and we were off 
10 Stars Cafe, 555 Golden Gate 
Avenue. 
Mler a long wait, especially 
foratwoo'clock-lunch,wewere 
seated. I had the mixed seafood 
lightfryandchips(S9.75).Itwas 
goOO, though there could have 
beenalittlemorerlShanda fewer 
chips. Debley had the grilled pork-
tacOS with jack cheese (58.95). 
He seemed to like iI, but it was 
oddly and overwhelmingly beige 
from my end of the table. 
Debley is the school's Public 
MfairsDirector. Heisincharge 
of the alumni magazine and 
getting good press for Hastings. 
When he arrived here two years 
ago, his first project was 10 get 
Hastings professors quoted more 
oftenaslegalellpens,aneffonhe 
says has beCl a success. He feels 
Restaurant Review 
romD~b/ey 
that publicity will keep people 
thinking, "hire Hastings." 
Before coming 10 Hastings, 
Debley worked at UC Berkeley. 
Of course, at Berk-eley, trouble is 
hundreds of studenlS rioting and 
the governor being airlifted by 
helicopter, not a piece ofpapcr 
posted on a comment board. 
When asked about the now 
infamous lettel1l on the comment 
board, Debley felt he might nave 
been too hasty and critical, 
especially in his leltercrit.icizing 
the Law News and me. He 
wondered whether he may have 
been carrying around the 
administration's baggage of 
hostililY towards the Law News 
instead of responding to what we 
had actually printed. 
Debley said he has been 
influenced by communitarian 
thooriesofsociety,hopingwbuild 
anewconsensusforcommunities. 
He was concerned thai there was 
no longer a middle class in San 
Francisco, leading to alienation 
thatspreadslOthestaff,woooften 
live far from school and do not 
always feel comfonab1e in the 
city. 
Iioid him thaI I thought a big 
problem at Hastings was that 
people here were divided inlO 
three rigid categones: 
administration and faculty, 
students, and support staff. At 
other colleges the faculty floats 
between the twoother,sometimes 
sidingwithstudenlS,ksseningthe 
rigid isolation. Butherethefaculty 
membel1lneversidewithstudents 
againsttheadminisu-ation. 
After our entrtes Debley 
declineddessensollOOrestrained 
myself. We then went back 10 
school and back 10 our lives. 
"The place wascrowdcd,and I waspleased thatol' Oramarama still 
filled a house. However, once inside I thought that maybe I had come 
on the wrong nighL Checking the ticket stub again and seeing 
Dramarama, a cold chill came over me in the hot crowded room. This 
was the crowd thal I'd expect at a Chris Isaak or Cowboy Junkies 
show: blazen and T ·shirts with Gap jeans, nice leather jackelS with 
nothing painted on, DKNY trendy. no pierttdlips or eyebrows, no 
cnains. neatly bundled ponytails ror those guys sporting long hair, and 
coffee commercial expensive mud pack mask women. 
A Jewel in the Rough 
Then Itooka long hard look at myself,closer to 30 than 20, 103.7 
FMandNPR,payingmoneYlOseelvory/Merchantftlms,findingPJ. 
O'Rourke to be funnier than Cheech and Chong. The bands 1 had 
"discovered"andwhohadwailedthelamentofmyyouthfulrebelcry 
against the world, now snuggled up at home with acupofjavaand let 
Northern EXpOsure woo their spiriL 
The band was introduced by two guys wearing huge Beavis and 
Bullhead masks. At first I was psyched, bul quickly the feeling of 
emptiness again overwhelmed me as I realized the mockery of the 
loser. mindless rock fan that Beavis and Butthead reJRSCnted no 
Ioogerinciuded me ... it made mesad Thi.sdid nOi iast long, The band 
soon began to play and the rush of Marshall stacks pouring out the 
sweet distortion of a Les Paul Gibson gliding over the primal rhythms 
of a Fender Bass and Pearl drums c1eared my mind and spirit of the 
cluuer I was feeding it, Dramarama is a basic L.A. rock and roll band, 
hard with a folk edge. clever. and cynical 
They did a few songs from their mOSt recent album such as "I 
Haven 'I Got a Clue" and "Earth Day"; but what aU of us nostalgic neo-
grunge·hipsterS were waiting fer were theclassics which they played 
with nearly the same plugged.in frenzy I've seen them do berere.1 had 
a feeling however, that the few younger kids at the show couldn't 
relate 10 thatDramar.l/Tlagreat" '70s TV." As usual, "Last Cigarette" 
brought forth a rain of cigaretteS onto the slllge, which they lighted 
up ..... lthrowthebumadolJar.that·sexactlywha!heneedsforanother 
By Jose Martinez, Jr. 
AOVElln~!NG EorroR 
Early one evening Ihe 
populous staff of the Law News 
congregated 10 explore the 
Peruvian/Spanish creations of 
Fina Estampa, It was a large, 
hungrycriticalgroupreadyinan 
instanllOwield its wrath at any 
undercooked, overpriced 
minuscule serving. We had food 
on our minds and lots of it. 
Weheadedsouth towards San 
Francisco's colorful and vibrant 
Mission District - OUT palates 
eager forthe adventure to follow. 
On Mission, between 19th and 
20th Streets. Fina Estampa is 
lucked away among furniture, 
liquor, and Hi Fi SloreS. In the 
evening, the street is empty of 
c3l1lsotheJeisampleparking.ln 
theevening, thestreetiscrowded 
with local types, sothere isplenty 
of color. As we entered the 
restaurant, our large presence 
seemed to overwhelm the narrow 
seating space. However, after a 
.... ______________ • harried waiter adjusted a few 
tables and chairs the restaurant 
was very accommodating and we 
all sat comfonably. The local 
clientele initially seemed toook 
curiously upon us, wondering 
perhaps how such a strange and 
conspicuous crowd nad come to 
learn about this neighborhood 
establishmenllnfact,africndof 
mine told me about Fina Estampa 
over a beer at one of the local 
dives just a few blocks away. He 
said the food was great but a bit 
pricey.lasked,"howpricey?"He 
said, "it's wonh the price." We 
wereheretofmdoutforourselves. 
Mter we settled down, red 
and white carafes of house wine 
decoratedourtable(S8.00apiece). 
Bread and butter soon followed. 
We started with Ceviche Mixlo 
($6.95). Theceviche isa hearty 
combination of fresh white fISh, 
prawns, and squid marinated in 
fresh lemon juice. lbe milllO IS 
served over a bed of delicious 
white onions and topped with just 
a hint of cilantrO. There were 
nothing bul compliments 10 chef 
on this creation. 
Next, we tried camarones al 
aJillo(56.50). Thisdish ispraWrt'l 
saulted in a sea of garlic with Just 
awuchofwhitewine.1bepraWrt'l 
are neatly assembled around a 
bowlofthegarlicand wine sauce. 
First,IlOOksomebreadanddipped 
deep into the sauce. I made sure 
that heaps of garlic remained on 
the bread as I came up for air, 
Next, I tookabiteofshrimp. You 
candoitanywayyouwanL There 
are no rules. This is an ellcellent 
dish. 
Another great appetizer is the 
escabeche de pescado (56.50). 
This is whiter ISh, friedandlOpped 
with sau\fed onions and red bell 
peppers. The dish is served cold, 
which adds an interesting and 
unique twisL Finally, the dish 
cOllt.ainsjustahinloftunarind-
anothersurpriselOyourtastebuds. 
Other great appetizer selections 
onthemenuarechorrosalacriolla 
(56.00- fresh mussels marinated 
in fresh lemon Juice with onion, 
tomatoes and cilantro), palla 
rellena (56.00 - stuffed avocado 
Cllrlli,. .. ,.JII"P",~1l 
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Food 
The Mother of All Candy Stores 
aluminum-dad blJllding on the good and mild, but the Danish 
By Joel Agron north sideohhestreeL Though a prodUCI is not for the faint of 
FoooC0UJM:\1ST small establishment, CilY Sweets heart. It's saltier than I would 
Myarticleinthelasteditionof 
the Law News was mel with 
enough praise for me IOdecide 10 
try this whole jownalism thing 
again.Spe<:ialthanks totheeditofS 
forgiving an untested reponer his 
own by-line on hi!J fltSt time at 
bat. I'm having business cards 
which say "Joel Agron, Food 
Columnist" printed up as we 
speak. This is the closest thing I 
may have 10 ajob during the next 
fISCalyea.-. 
Havingcovere(l the bagel beat 
in my flfSt column, I felt like it 
was time to move on 10 the next 
imponanl food group. Of course, 
I mean the Candy Group, from 
which we should all strive 10 eat 
three servings per day. I had 
planned on writing about my visits 
10 a few differenlcandy SlOres in 
the city, and draw some valid 
comparisons between them. But 
one visit 10 CilY Sweets at 444 
Market Slreet turned me inlO a 
babbling idiot, much as a pointed 
question from Professor Shattuck 
could just two short years ago. 
City Sweets. 10 coin a phrase, is 
the Mother of All Candy StoreS 
Incasetheaddressdoesn'tring 
a bell, il is kx:ated on Market 
has something to satisfy every have upoctcd, and packs a good 
sweet tooth. I happen to have 32 punch of licorice flavor. This is a 
of them. timcwhenlheno-minimumpolicy 
Somelhing extraordinary is helpful. Gel just one piece of 
about City Sweets is thai they let anything you aren't sure you'll 
you scoop your own candy into like. 
Iitlle paper bags, and there is no Anothercandycounlefclassic 
minimum purchase. Most of the wonh investigating is the Jelly 
candy is priced between S6 and Belly Jelly Beans. City Sweets 
S7 per pound, and you can freely carrics thc entire line of former 
mix and match just as long as President's Reagan's snack of 
everythingineachindividualbag choice. Some of my favorites 
is priced the same. It would be include Very Cherry, Chocolate 
hard to walk out of this Banana, Licorice, Bubble Gum, 
shimmering sugar shack withoul and Root Beet. Jelly BeUies are 
choosing at least three or four alsofunlOplaywith,especiaUyin 
different treats to try. I tried 14. class. Mix a Mango and a Peach, 
First, the classics. I counted al and you have an exotic tropical 
least 8 varieties oflicorice. They fruit drink. JUSI close your cyes 
had hard licorice bultonS, wluch andyou'reoverloolcing the beach 
are lasty and excellent for on Bora-Bora, rather than the 
destroying orthodontic devices. beach of the 198 Building. Mixa 
The soft licorice buttons kxlk and Peanut Butter and a Grape, and 
taste the same, but lodge between you're back in Mom's kitchen 
your moJ.ars for hours on end. My having a PB&1 after a hard day in 
favorile were the white licorice thesecondgrade.Openyoureyes 
buttons-aU the flavor, but they and you're back in Professional 
don't leave your tongue looking Responsibility. I suggest you buy 
Iikethatofashar-peipuppy.A1so a lot of Jelly Bellies for this class. 
don't miss the licorice pastels, Another family 10 experience 
which are like miniature Good- is the sour gummies. These are 
and·Plenty, bUI in better colors. fruilY, jeUy-type candies cooted 
"The licorice depanment also has with an extla-sourpowderon the 
two rarities, chocolate licorice outside.Myfavoritesarethesour 
Slrott in the Financial Districton whips, and Danish double salted watermelons, cherries, and green 
the flfSl fk>or of the high-teCh licorice. "Thechocolatewhipsare COlltinuedollP(Jgt /It 
02mI 
Love and Murder in Ancient Rome 
Mozart's La Clemenza di Tiro 
By Denise Jackson 
fuSSICAL MUSIC 
COLlIMNIST 
I ushered at the San Francisco 
Opera's performance ofMoUll't' s 
"La Clemenza di Tito~ on 
November 11. This was MoUll't's 
last opera, so you mighl expect it 
to be one of his best. 
Unfortunately, Mozart had 10 fit 
his music to, a rather stiff 
completed tellt. The plot is thin 
and the characters are one-
dimensional. Moreover,lheopera 
depends heavily on two male 
characters played by women. (In 
the bad old days, these roles may 
have been intended for casuati, 
male singers who were castrated 
before their voices changed.) The 
good news was that Frederica von 
Slade, whohasmade"pantsparts" 
amajorparlofherrepetlOire, was 
scheduledlOperformoneofthose 
roles. 
The story concerns the 
romantic intentions of the Roman 
Emperor Titus. When the opera 
begins, he is in love with Queen 
Berenice, who never shows upon 
stage. A jealous courtier named 
ViteUiagetsSexws, who ismadly 
in love with her, topromisetokiU 
Titus. Tiws then decides 10 dump 
Berenice and marry Sextus' sister 
Servilia, who loves Sextus' friend 
Annius. Servilia teUstheempcror 
that she will marry him out of 
dUlY, bul she cannot stop loving 
Annius. Titus is impressed with 
htf honesty,anddecides Tomarry 
Vitcllia inSlead. This is wllat 
ViteUia wantedallalong.Shetrtes 
to SlOp Sextus from killing Titus, 
but ii's too late. Fortunately, 
Sextusauackssomeonedisguiscd 
as Titus, anddoesn'teven kill the 
impostor. However,his treason is 
discovered. Tilus asks Sextus to 
ellplain his actions, 001 Sex IUS 
refusesbecauseitwouIdimplicate 
Vitellia Vitelliaconfessesherplot 
10 Tiws, who announces that he 
has heard all, forgoncn all, and 
forgiven all. 
Thisguyisclearly IOOgood to 
be true. The only question left at 
the end is who, if anyone, will 
marry Vitellia.ldoubt she would 
be satisfied with Selllus, but even 
the merciful Tilus might be 
reluctanttotakeheron. Theopera 
ends without resolving the issue. 
The only set was a SOrt of 
ruined Italian walIacrossthestagc 
with some space in front for the 
singers. It forced all of the action 
closwer to the audience, creating 
acenain intimacy. Italsorenected 
the voices strangely at times, 
although on the whole ilprobably 
helpedthcirprojection. "Thestage 
action was unintcresting because 
noonecould go anywhere except 
back and forth in front of the walL 
The wall itselfhadalarge window 
in itthalOpened up periodically to 
reveal the sky. It seemed to be 
very meaningful, but I never could 
figure out what il was supposed to 
signify. On the other hand, there 
was a smaUer winclow thai never 
did open up. Go figure. 
Thelightingchanged forevery 
aria, a ploy that seemed cheap and 
artificial. 
The singers all wore 18th 
Continutd nil Pagt lJ 
Pagtll 
Reel World 
The Remain! oflhe Day, A gift to the Philistines 
By Dolly Reynolds 
'1"heRemains of the Day" is the latestgiflto us Philistines from 
the filmmaking troika ofMerchant-Ivory-Jhabvala But this movie is 
fartlarker and moreSlIblle than "Howard's End" or"A Room with a 
View"; there's no Italian countryside ~ ribald cavorting IOCOunter the 
death rattle of British reserve. What remain in "Remains of the Day" 
are twocxtraOrdinary performances by Anthony Hopkins and Emma 
Thompson. 
Hopkins plays Stevens, the conSlimmate butler of Darlington 
Estate. Thompson is Miss Kenton, who worked as Darlington's 
housekeeper during the pre-war 1930's,and fell irrevocably in love 
WIth Stevens. Both characters are steeped in the ethic that their 
greatesl honor would come from being "of service~ 10 the Lords and 
Ladies who rule Britannia, where "order and uadition still prevail." 
Theyarewrong. The film opens in 1958 as DarlingtOn Hall isbeing 
auctioned off, portrail by portrait Stevens is still the butler, but the 
estate has been bought by an American Congressman, (ChriSlOpher 
Reeve), whom heremembersasadisgraceful guest during the 1930's. 
Lord Darlington has been ruined, accused of treason for having tried 
10 arrange a naive"appease-
menl" with his noble German 
friends, the Nazis. 
But Reeve's Darlington 
needs a house- keeper. Whcn 
Stevens gets a letterfromMiss 
Kenton saying her marriage 
has ended, he sees a lasl, 
desperate chaoce to make 
his life mean something. He 
setsofftowards theW~Co.altty 
to find her and '"'perfIapscom:ct 
a temble mis- take" thathehas 
madeinhislife. As he journeys 
towards thesea. the Siory of 
their relation- ship is told ina 
of flashbacks. 
Slevens recalls Darling-
ton's heyday in theI930s,when 
hesaw himself as the sine qua non of the manor. As the most "upstairs" 
of the downstairs servants, Stevens believes he achieved a sort of 
vicarious nobility through his indispensableservicetoLord Darlington. 
Orderanddecorum wereaU,and Slevensallowed nothing 10 interfere 
with his perfect service. He recalls leaving his father's deathbed !n 
order 10 assure Lord Darlington's banquet is property served. But 
while Stevens the butler saw toeverything, Stevens the man was blind, 
and a coward. 
Into this world comes the luminous Emma Thompson. Like 
Stevens, Miss Kenton the housekeeper is also a consummate 
professional, but Miss Kenton the woman still lives, and it is not long 
before she falls fortheinscrutable Stevens. Sherepresentsthegreatest 
threat to his orderly world. His deep longing for her is apparenl, but 
in the end he cannot risk enough to love. He can never even bring 
himself to call her by her first name. 
Slevens' emotional abdication is mirrored by Lord Darlington's 
moral abdication, as the daft gentleman tries to arrange a series of 
"international conferences" 10 put an end to the messy business in 
Gennany. Lord Darlington believes that if the gentlemen of Europe 
could jusl SII dOWTltogether, as gentlemen do, they would be able to 
achieve peace in their time. In pursuit of this misguided goal, he fIres 
two German refugee servants, as hi~German guests would find them 
unsanitary. In one of ~ cruelest scenes, Stevens becomes a living 
argument against universal suffrngc,as the aristocrats ask him political 
questions to which Stevens can only respond, "I am unable 10 be of 
assistance to you in that matter, Sir." 
But ii'S the excruciating scenes between Hopuns and Thompson 
that stay with you and hurt for a long, long time. The actorS manage 
to convey the tremendous depth and complexilY of their feelings for 
each other while rarely saying more than "I noticed the breakfast 
akove has nOl been dusted in some time. Miss Kenton." The economy 
and power of these performances is this fdm's greatest achicvemenl 
"The Remains of the Day" is playing at the Presidio, at ChesUlut 
and Scott "The movie will make you ache allover, so be sure to bring 
someone you love, 
Poge 12 
ASHCo/umn 
Notes from the Basement 
By Lesley Kim 
SECIlEI"ARY Of AssocIATED 
StuDENTS Of HAsnNos 
BarriSltr's Ball: The 
barrister's baJl heldon November 
12 was a wonderful success. The 
bailroornattheSt .. FrancisHotel, 
theDJ,andthefocxiwcrl:provided 
by the Hastings Alumni 
Association. Over 300 people 
auended the inaugural ball, 
including professors Scallen, 
Faigman, Tierney, Lind, and 
Diamond.Alsoauending was Mr. 
Jan Lewenhaupt, the great 
grandson of Ferranus Clinton 
Hastings, and who is also a 
memberoftheBoordofDirectors. 
Many thanks 10 all who attended 
and to theAlumni Association for 
making the event happen. 
Grade Rerorm: Nextsemester 
ASH will be working to 
implement grade reform at 
Hastings(finally). The Academic 
Standard'scommiUte,chairedby 
Professor Faigman, has been 
studying grading policies and 
cUtVesatOiherlOp50law schools. 
The committee plans to put 
together a proposal for the board 
of directors 10 make Hastings' 
grading policy more in line with 
other schools. If you have any 
input, please contact the ASH 
representative 10 the committee, 
YicloriaAlzapiedi. 
Career Services: The Career 
Services proposal will be up for 
consideration by the Board of 
DireclOrs al its nexi meeting on 
Dec 3, 1:30 P.M. in the Alumni 
Reception Center. The meeting 
will be open, so all students who 
are interested in Career Services 
reform are encouraged to altend. 
The sludcntresponse 10 the ASH 
proposal has been extremely 
positive. Anyone who wishes 10 
see a copy of the proposal before 
the board meeting may SlOp by 
the ASH office or call usal 565-
4731. 
Dramarama 
ColIIiII,.etlfro"'-P·KeIO 
bottle of Night Train and he asks 
me for a last cigarette, Last 
Cigarette, WooHoo, LAST 
CIGARETrE ..... A woeful mesh 
pit a1tempt.ed to get going; but the 
majority being ofthehannonious 
P.C./environmentally conscious 
visitors on Spaceship Earth 
socielY frowned on the few 
preppie drunks who were 
themselves too aggro toknow the 
fine communal an of moshing. 
The band closed wilh 
"Anything Anything." Their 
uiumphant song about love in a 
fucked-upmaterial world, "I give 
you anything, I give you hundred 
dollar bills ... won 'I you marry me, 
marryme,marrymeeeee ... ~lwas 
broughl back for 90 minutes 10 
those feelings of nihilistic 
invinCibility, fuck the world, 
excess is best. Thc ecstasy of Ears 
full of blaring rock and roll 
thunder, Head swimming from 
whiskey and Camels, bodies 
moving, careening chaotically; I 
forgot even how goofy the lead 
singer, who's now 
''thir1ysumpthin,~lookedinblaclr: 
tighLS. 
As the show ended and we 
started walking out, people 
hurrying home 10 get some rest 
before returning to their glass-
SleClbusinesssuitprisons,llr.new 
thedamagewasdone. I will never 
beable 10 walk inlO a room full of 
raging long-haired leather and 
flannel clad moshing youths and 
workup the will to clamber over 
the pit and launch inlO a long 
archingstagediveofdeathagain ... 
some innocence was losl that 
nighL (Shit, I feel like Doogie 
Howser.) Our band. Dramarama. 
could be no more than what their 
fans made them; and we had surely 
fallen after blissfully running 
I realized the 
mockery of the loser, 
mindless rock fan 
that Beavis and 
Bullhead 
represented no 
longer included me ... 
it made me sad_ 
through'demryefields.Wecan't 
ask for all our cosmic, eleclric 
heroes to die the vaingloriOUS 
death,drowning in a pool of their 
own vomit, just 10 preserve our 
own precarious holdon nihilistic, 
youthful immortality. ('Nhereare 
yOlInowlimmy?)1 wilistillgolO 
shows, and by all means see 
Dramaramawhen iheyareinlOWTl 
again. Even though it may be 
incompatible with the mentality 
we adopt to carry us through 
Hastings, it is still good 10 be 
reminded, "00 nol go gentle into 
thaI gocxi night ... rage, rage 
against the dying of the Iighl. R 
Nope, some other Dylan, who is 
Welsh, dweeby and dead, wrote 
..... 
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Keith Meinhold Speaks 
By Eric Johnson 
STAfI'WIUTER 
Gay officer Keith Meinhold 
may lose his suit for reinstatement 
in the U.S. Navy, but he has 
alrea.dy won poinlSinthecounof 
public opinion, speakers agreed 
at a Nov. 3 panel discussion. 
PHaroBy U!nm IIYMA.~ 
KeililMeinhold 
Meinhold, whose case is now 
pendingintheNinthCircuitCoun 
of Appeals, was the fealured 
speaker al the discussion. Other 
paneliSlS were: MaUhew Coles, a 
staff attorney for the American 
CivilLibertiesUnionwhoteaches 
a seminar on gay righlS; Rory 
Littie,anAssistantU.S. Attorney 
and a visiting professor in 
Criminal Law; Kate Dyer, a third 
yearstudentwhowasalegislative 
aide to Representative Gerry 
StuddsofMassachuseus:andSkip 
Gardner, who recently chose not 
to re-enlist in the Navy. 
Hastings' Constitutional Law 
Quarterly sponsored the 
discussion. Valerie Wagner, a 
CLQ editor, said the Armed 
Forces refused to send a 
spokesperson to defend the 
military's policy. 
Meinhold, the featured 
speaker, recalled how he joined 
the Navy when he was 11 years 
old; the enlistment officer never 
askedabouthissexualorientation. 
Artergraduatingwith honors from 
boot camp and serving aboard an 
aircraftcarrier,Meinholdreceived 
further training in anti-submarine 
warfare. Meinhold is currently 
stationed at Moffitt Air Field in 
Mountain View as an instructor 
for the PC-3-Orion, an airplane 
that searches for submarines 
A few years ago, Meinhold 
said, he volunteered for the Bay 
Area Military Freedom Project, 
part of a gay veterans group. 
WhileMcinholddidnotdcnythat 
hcwason active duty, he also did 
not infonn the military of his 
panicipation. 
Meinhold's decision to 
announce his sexual orientation 
publicly was a difficult one; 
Meinhold knew, however, if he 
wentthroughthetraditionalchain 
of command, he would been 
discharged within three days. By 
announcinghisseJlualorientation 
10 the media. he knew that the 
mililary would have IOdischarge 
him "by the book~ under public 
scrutiny. 
Initially, after his 
announcement, Meinhold was 
assigned a bodyguard. However, 
excepiforminorvandalismlOhis 
car, he said that the response from 
his peers has bun very positive; 
many of his co-workers and 
studenlS!ineduptoshakehishand. 
"Icouldlellwhowasgayandwho 
was suaight,by who shook my 
hand,~ Meinhold said wryly. He 
said the gay soldiers, fearing 
discharge, "did nOi want 10 be 
Gay soldiers, 
fearing 
discharge, 
"did not want 
to be seen in 
public with a 
known 
homosexual. " 
seen a public with a known 
homosexual." Meinhold was 
grateful thai his superior officer 
made it werec1ear thai no bigotry 
would be tolereted. 
In May, 1993, Meinhold was 
discharged for announcing his 
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Fina Estampa: Paella for Everyone 
COiltutlwJfromPtJlelO 
with chicken or shrimp) and 
chichanondepollo(S5.25 - crispy 
pieces of tender chicken served 
with freshly squeezed lemon 
sauce). 
We ordered more wine and 
moved on 10 Los Platos Fuertes 
(main courses). All the main 
entrees are served in very 
generous portions. For those of 
you with small appetiles, I 
recommend splitting a dish or 
laking it easy on the appetizers. 
Fortherestofus,thelargepxtions 
areasightforsoreeycs.lbemain 
courses at Fina Estampa cover a 
widerangeofingredienlS,taste.s, 
styles of COOking and different 
combinations. The menu is quite 
extensive featuring over 25 
differententrecs! 
There is honestly something 
for everyone. For the soup and 
seafocxi lover there is AguadilO 
deMarisco(SIO.25), the national 
soupofPeru. Thesoupisami:uure 
ofsau~shellfishandriceina 
cilantrO broth flavored with white 
wine.Theshelifishincludessquid, 
fatciamsandshrimp.Thesoup is 
served steaming hot in an 
abundant bowl. This dish was 
quite a hit. 
For the meat eater there is the 
MilanesadeCame(SIO.25). This 
is breaded beef cooked with eggs 
and saut6ed. It is served with a 
traditional Peruvian salad and a 
tasty lemon vinaigrene. Also, 
thereisTailarinSaltadoconCame 
(SIO.2j).Thisdishcontainsfresh 
sir1oinstripssau~withnoodles. 
One of the more popular 
selections among the group was 
the Mar y Tierrn (SII.OO), or 
PeruvianSwf'nTwf.ltisbroiled 
steak and a generous serving of 
broiledpmwns. Thereaction to 
the steak was nonchalant. 
However,theprawnsreceived 
fli.vereviews. 
tried the Paella 
Marinera(S 11.00). This is one of 
Spain's most recognized and 
celebrated dishes. The Paella 
Marinera is saurecd. shellfISh and 
seafood whose flavors are 
enhanced by a delicious saffron 
saucemixed with rice. Unlike, 
traditional Paella, the Paella 
Marinera doesn't have sausage. 
Instead, the focus is seafood, 
including, clams, mussels, bay 
shrimp, prawns, squid and red 
snapper. The saffron sauce gives 
the Paella a terrifIC balance. It is 
served with a delicious saJsaon 
the side. Wow!! ThesaJsa is spicy 
andtaslY· 
In the end there were no 
complainlS.Wewereallsatiated 
with Ihe service, food and 
atmosphere. The unanimous 
decision is that Fina Estampa is a 
fineestablishmenL In particular, 
the appetizers are a unique 
experience. I highly recommend 
this place because it's OUI of the 
ordinary. The prices are abil high 
for someone on a budget -
however, focxi is one of those 
sensual experiences where one 
shouldn't compromise. 
Nowmbt!r 23, 1993 lIas1inssLa ..... Nr:ws 
Life Outside the U.S.A. 
By Otto Lee 
STAfJ'WItIl'ER 
Two years ago, as mass 
mailing for summer jobs 
accwnulalCd a mountain pile of 
"DING" letters, I finally took 
advice of my Tons professor 
(Sweeney) to look into Studying 
atroadfextheswnmer.Iduginto 
theForeign Swnmec Study folder 
in the Career Services Center and 
was delighted to nnd. the many 
summer law programs offered by 
various law schools - which the 
ABA now allows 10 give 
uansferable credit. With my 
limited resowces and desire to 
visit Cruna, I signed up for a one-
month, four -unitsurvey course of 
Chinese law at the East China 
Institute of Politics & Law in 
Shanghai,ofTeredthroughlndiana 
University. 
Former Dean Read was right 
and wrong on the stooy abroad 
program - he was not "aazy" 
about the summer programs 
because he thought that !hose are 
merely American law schools 
sending over their professors to 
teach in a Oxford classroom, but 
my summer experience proved 
otherwise - it was taught by 
Oiineseprofessors,U"alislat.edinto 
English (somebeuerthanother"s), 
but the experience of living and 
studying in Shanghai and the 
meeting of the local slUdentshad 
been very educational and fun 
indeed.. 
As a student with a severe 
travelling bug, I immediately 
signed up as one of the rll'St five 
"Hastings Pioneers" to Leiden. 
and was actually the rust one to 
land there.f had one of the best 
timesofmylifetheredespitebad 
weather and acaseoftheflu.(The 
five of us used tojokt whenever 
the sun came OUt, "What is that 
bright round thing in the sky?") 
HOll...AND-NOTIUSTTIIE 
LAND OF WINDMILLS 
Firstofall,todispelthefalse 
light shed by Jeff Jared in the last 
Law News article, Holland is not 
allalandofdrugsandprostitution. 
(Actually, the infamous red-light 
districtisjustanarrowthree-SIreet 
block in the worst part of 
AmlIterdam)Uninformedtotuists 
tc:ndtojcerabouttheprogressive, 
experimental Dutch approach to 
socialproblems-manyofwhich 
theU.S.doesn'txemtobe90lving 
either.ltwasreallyaneye-qlCntt 
to learn about alternative 
approec/Ie5 that might actually 
work.. Fex example, the Dutch 
pioneered needle exchange 
programs, which have 
signifx:antly reduced the spread 
oCHIVarTIOI"IIdrugusm.Anothec 
innovation is the ''CityGuards'' 
unemployment program, which 
trains some of the long-teon 
unemployed as uniformed 
assistants to the police in high-
crime and tourist areas. 
LEIDEN 
Leiden is a real beautiful 
college town. with canals and a 
lot of very old architecture 
(inclucting my own Iivingspace--
sigh!). The pace is generally 
slower and people generally take 
it easy over there, compared. to us. 
All stores are closed on Sunday 
and Monday mornings, and there 
are no 24·hour Safeways or 7-
Elevens. There isn't much of a 
language barrier - almost 
everyone over 35 speaks fluent 
English. Ernbarrnssingly,aftera 
semester. I can only spealr: a 
handful ofsirnple words because 
everyone else spoke English so 
weU. 
The COSt of living in Leiden is 
about the same as ours, although 
meatcostsmoreandhousingcosts 
much less. f paid only S250 a 
month for my room in the 
infamous "Hooigracht 15," a 
former mental institution 
converted to student donns. (As 
some put it, they just took out the 
doctors and put the students in). 
When we moved. in, the building 
was cramped, poorly maintained 
andshortonkitchenandbathroom 
facilities. All the fcreign students 
in E-Wing (I was one of four 
ringleadets) submitted a lengthy 
petition to our landlords with 
colorful (and gross) pictures of 
thepoorconditions. Victory came 
in the fonn of a new stove,another 
refrigerator, clean shower 
cunains. an extra washer and 
dryer,etc. 
THE UNIVERSIIT 
The university is one of the 
oldest in the COWlUY. and is also 
wheretheDu(Chroyaltysendtheir 
kids. SlUdents from all over the 
world come 10 study in Leidcn. 
On my floor alone, my "family~ 
included students from Albania, 
Belgium, Canada, England. 
France, Italy, Slovakia and 
Sweden. We got 10 know each 
other very well and learned about 
each other's cultures, legal 
sySlemsand wj)'oflife, in the 
true spirit of au ending an 
exchange program. 
TIle 40 classes offered are 
concentmted on international and 
EClaws,with 3-4 courses each 
semestertaughtbyvariousvisiting 
proCessorsfromallovertheworld. 
(There are also a few odd ball 
ones lite Egyptian Papyrology 
which none of us took - better 
check with Cary Bennett befcre 
Signing up for that one!). 
Ironically, I took a U.S. Trade 
Law and Policy class over there 
from Professor Joel Paul from 
American University. who 1 later 
realizedwasthechiefwitnessfor 
Anita Hill during the Thomas 
hearings (No wonder he seemed. 
familiar!). Last semester, 
Hastings' own Professor Levine 
joined the exchange and came to 
Leiden 10 teach U.S. Remedies. 
One of my best experiences 
was a one-week field trip (led. by 
Professor Schermers, a very 
distinguished professor, who is 
also a member of the European 
Commission on Human Rights) 
to Brussels, Luxembourg and 
Strasbourg,1O visit NATO, the 
European Community Council, 
Commission and Parliament in 
session,EuropeanCourtofJustice 
and theWestemEuropean Union. 
After taking the Basic EC class, 
this trip really helped me 
understand the worungs of the 
different EC bodiesand putihings 
into perspective. This trip did 
disappoint a few who expected 
simply fun and travel. It was 
packed with 8-hour days of 
lectures at the various 
organizations(usuallyleavingthe 
hotels at 7a.m.). Theseweretiring 
days,especlallywilenwealltried 
todnlgourexhaustedbodiestogo 
sightseeing in those cities 
afterwards - but we had some 
good times, like the time 1 had to 
order dinner in Cantonese for 18 
other people in Strasbourg. 
THE LAST WORD 
For those planning to go to 
Leiden, I'd suggest staying away 
from debating or criticizing 
European or U.s. politics or your 
hosts'wayoflife,atlcastinitially. 
The specuum of what's left and 
right or what's liberal and 
conservative is very different from 
that in the U.S. SecoRdly, there 
area lotofmythsofwhat the U.S. 
is like,thariks to MTV,theguns 
and violencefootageofCNN and 
our "favoriteR TV export'! (from 
L.A. Law to Dallas 10 Oprah - I 
almost fell off my bike when I 
saw heron TV ina store! Another 
incred.ible pioce of trivia was that 
thenumberofSwedishlawschool 
applicants sky-rocketed when 
L.A. Law gOl. there.) When the 
American students got togethet, 
we often recounted our 
experiences of newly found 
patriotism. through finding 
ourselves vehemently defending 
American policies or our way of 
life against others' 
misconceptions. 
Be adventurous. be open-
minded,befriendlyandbecareful. 
I wish yourjoumeys may be as 
fun and worthwhile as mine. 
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The Ball Rolls 
COllti,uudtro",Ptq.6 
year, said, "It's strange to see 
people dressed up who you see 
dressed down all the lime." 
Second year Frank Jiang said, "I 
felt like I was back at a high 
"1 felt like I 
was back at 
a high 
school 
prom, but 
older." 
school prom, but older." 
Guillermo Sohnlein, a second 
year, thought ASH needed 
"anotherbarorafasterbartender." 
Hesaid, "It wasagreattUffiOUtfor 
the flTSt year. Hopefully, they'U 
keep doing it." 
Keith Parnell, a third year 
exchangeslooenl from Canada, 
commented, "Law School, time 
of your life, 11 doesn't get much 
better than that." 
ASH was also satisfied with 
the student support and overall 
turnout. Robert Haga, ASH 
Director of Arts and Recreation, 
thought the Ball was "greal,just 
what ASH was looking for." ASH 
wanted a social event that would 
include the entire student body, 
a1wnniand faculty. Hagaa1sosaid 
thatsocialeventslikethese"build 
good communications between 
thefaculty,a1umniandstudents." 
Leslie Kim, ASH Secretary, was 
glad to see so many nn;tyearsat 
the ball. "I'm glad we could do 
something that would include so 
many students." 
Bocause of the success, ASH 
plans to host a second Barristers' 
Ball next year. They are looking 
for ways 10 attract more alumni 
andprofessorstothislypCofsemi-
fonnalevent. 
La Clemenzadi Tito 
century costumes, which fit the 
music's style but didn't fit the 
ploL Sometimes chorus costumes 
are boring, with each female 
chorister in a different-colored 
version or the same dress, and 
withthemendressedalikeaswell. 
This chorus was delightfully 
varied, reflecting many social 
classes. There were a few 
aristocrats, a couple of artisans. 
two serving women, and so on. 
Most of it made sense, but I 
couldn't figure out what the 
habitednun was domg in pagan 
ancient Rome. There was even a 
lame beggar, who got handouts 
and a steadying hand from 
everyone on stage. Perhaps the 
director was making a political 
statement about the homeless in 
San Francisco. That would be 
particularlyironic.sincetheopera 
house staff had chased a 
panhandlerawayfromanentrunce 
shortly before the show. 
Thesinging,asusual,wasthe 
best part. Von Stade is a major 
international star, and her 
performance as Sellus was 
moving. Shegotsomegreatarias, 
especially in lhesecond act when 
Sextus asks Titus f~ mercy, and 
shemadethemostofthem.Susan 
Graham was very successful in 
the pan of Annius. Both of the 
singers were convincing lIS men. 
LjubaKa7..amovskaya.as ViteUia, 
had a voice like a Mack truck. It 
was beautiful and surprisingly 
agile, but it contrasted slJ1ingely 
withthelightervoiceso(theother 
vocalists on stage. l1Ie contrast 
was especially unpleasant in a 
duet between von Stade and 
Kazarnovskaya where theheavier 
voice had the highcrllOtes. Von 
Stade's duet with Graham was 
much more satisfying because thc 
voices balanced each other. 
Stephen Guggenheim gave a 
fine performance as the 
unbclievableTitus_KennethCox 
played Publius, the J>refoct of the 
Guard.Hescnsitivelybroughtout 
the pathos in the opera with his 
character's reactions 10 Sextus' 
plight, and his contributions 10 
ensemble numbers were truly 
beautiful. Cheryl Parrish's lighl, 
SWCCt sound was perfect for the 
pan of Servilia. 
The transparency of Mozan's 
music cruelly displayed the 
orchestra's weaknesses, which 
includedsournotesandenscmble 
problems. Therewereevenplaces 
early in the rlTSt act where the 
singers and Music Director 
Donald Runnicles were not 
together. Von Stade in particular 
refused 10 let Rurmicles rush her 
through phrases. On the bright 
side, !here were some fine oboe 
and clarinet solos. Mozanliked 
clarinets. and the clarinet music 
was particularly prominent and 
weUplayod. 
Perfonnancesof~ 
I1i-li1sl continue through 
November 28. 
PogeJ4 lIoslillgs Law News 
Editorial 
Year of the Weasel 
By Rich Jankowski 
PAiffE-UI'EDITOR 
Ever since ! got 10 Hastings, 
I've been hearing that the job 
market fOf lawyers sucks these 
days, No big surprise, right? 
Welcome 10 the '90s, At first, I 
thought it waskindofcoollOhave 
acadcmicianstelling me Ihetruth 
about what's up in the real world 
for a change. Startling, granted, 
but still preuy cool. Plus, ! have 
this thing about honesty. ! can't 
helpbutenjoyahealthydoseofit, 
no matter how brutal it is. It's 
such ararecommodity thesedays 
that I have to embrace every 
bittersweet, heart-breaking truth 
that comes my way. Despite this, 
even the most well·intentioned 
doom·criers can get a tad 
redundant after a while. Day in 
and day out, their depressing 
litanies about what to e"'pect get 
downright irritating. 
I mean, youcan only hear aboul 
how bleak your future is going 10 
be a few times before it gets a 
little old. Afier that, you stan to 
become immune or something. 
Thehorrorstorieslosetheirshock 
value, turning tired and boring 
instead. Remember all of the 
discussions about the United 
States'economiccornpelitiventSS 
in the 'SOs?Now it'slike,yeah, 
yeah,sothenationaldebtisl8 
gaziiHon dollars, so what? Don't 
get me wrong, I'm not saying that 
we should ignore faclS we don'l 
like. On the contrary, I feel 
strongly about people geuing off 
their fat asses and getting 
involved. But, I'm sick or always 
nearing "don't·cxpect·this" and 
"back·in.the.old.days·lhat." It 
seems like a day doesn't go by 
without some reference to this, 
the sorry age of diminished 
e"'pectations. Give it arest.okay? 
You're just kicking a dead dog. 
Now you know me. The Angry 
Man isn't one to let dismal 
prospects bring him down. No 
way ("It feels so nice and 
hopeless," BlackFlag,punkrock, 
eu:,eu:.).Instead,Itry todeai 
with adversity head-on. I simply 
nJeawayevery ugly factandgrim 
statistic thrown my way, then 
move on: You have to have 
e"'perience 10 get e"'perience, 
hmm, yes, well. No one is hiring 
anymore, got il There are people 
with lawdegreeson welfare,right, 
okay.! guessl'llju~t havelOdeal 
with il Usually, opposition JUSt 
makes me more determined 
anyway.But,everyonceinawhile 
during thesmall hours of the night, 
I like to sort of wallow in the 
ugJinessofreaJil)'.Ithelpskeep 
me properly resentful and all. 
Hell, I almost feel like 
launching into some passionll,te 
politicaltirade·s!ash·lectureabout 
the effect of giobalization on the 
American dream all of a sudden 
(a favorite pastime of mine whcn 
I've had a few). What we need is 
somesenous, long-term economic 
restructuring,blah,blah,blah.Oh, 
what'S the point? By now even 
the most feeble·brained, burned· 
out human zombies realize that 
the lateSt generation is fairly well 
screwed. (Hey, at leastwe'vegot 
Beavis and Buttheadthough ... ) 
Evenlually,everybOOyflndssome 
way of coping with this reality. 
Some people concentr.l.te really 
hardonpretendingthateverything 
is okay. Others givc up and don't 
give a shit about anything at all. 
Buttheworst~tionpossible,1 
think, is when someone 
transfonnsone's selffrom human 
10 weasel. 
I see them in the hallways at 
Hastings, smooth and refined. 
They are the future politicians, 
with fum handshakes and sincere 
smiles. The weasel-people. 
Careful nottoolTendanyone(and 
alicnate a potential job-lead, are 
you mad?!),they kiss ass with a 
self·assured flair. Job market's 
bad, you say? Shit, then I'll just 
network like a motherfucker. 
"Hey,hi,howyaooin'?"Shooting 
straight from the hip. "Did you 
check out \hi; game last night?" 
On top of the latest happenings. 
"Boy, Professor Marcus was on 
rITe today." They get along with 
everyone, and seem to travel in 
herds. AretheythefutW'Csuccess 
stories of Hastings, these shining 
exarnplesofuuerbullshit? 
During my first few weeks 
here, I was constantly being IOld 
\0 meet all my classmates. 
Networking is a valuable pan of 
law school, I was told over and 
over. Acquaintances equal 
contaclSinthefuture.So,thinkof 
your peers in terms of dollars and 
not people. This isn't about 
friends, damnit! You don't have 
to like them or anything. Just 
pander up to the masses, and 
sacrifICe any dignil)' you have for 
apossiblecareer.lntheolddays, 
people used to sell their souls for 
success. But, in the year of the 
weasel,the IXice is self-respect. 
The good thing about all of 
this is that there are people at 
Hastings who have notresponded 
to our generation's downward 
mobility with sleaziness. You 
know who you are. I personally 
have met a bunch of cool 
individuals over these last two 
months at school. Real, three-
dimensional people with integrity 
that I can respect. Motivaledby 
genuine human emotions and not 
weasel instincts. Sincere people 
who thai think their own thoughts 
and are acruaUy worth knowing. 
Cheerful, sarcastic, serious, or 
funny people, not just bland, 
personality·less drones. People 
that I'd lil::e to hangout with and 
get 10 know better. Some that I 
evenconsidcrtobe(darelsayit?) 
my friends. Buttheweasel.people 
go around and spoil it Their 
calculated schmoozings w<rl: 10 
devalue any real connections that 
can bemadebetweenpeoplehere. 
After all, noone wants L:l be used 
by some two-faced ba.~tard. The 
resultisiow·gradeSI(Xialpuanoia. 
It gelS me so wound up because 
there's nothing I can dt'. I'm just 
an angry man trappcd in the year 
of the weasel. 
G,oo~ luc. on Jl~ 
roe wTI/6e6Qc. ~ 
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Gays in Military 
se"ual orientation; the military 
hadnopuofofhishomosexualil)' 
other than what he told them. 
Meinhold then filed a civil suit 
against the Department of Defense 
in August 1993 and was re-
instated pending a final decision 
on his case; the miliwy was also 
orderedAOtlOdiscriminateonthe 
basis of sexual orientation. In 
Dctobcr,I993,theSupremeCoun 
narrowed the ruling to apply only 
to Meinhold. His suit is now 
pendingintheNinthCircuitCoun 
of Appeals. 
Panelists agreed that Meinhold 
willprobablylosehiscaseandthe 
military's ban on homosexuals 
will be found constitutional. 
Nevertheless, they said his suit 
was a SliCCesS since it has forced 
the miJitary 10 drop any pretense 
that there is anything morally or 
psychologically defective about 
gaysoldicrs. 
The panel discussed the long 
histcryofe",cluding homosexuals 
fromthemilitary,whichgoesback 
to the American Revolution. 
Homosuuality, in the mind of 
themiiitary,hasevolved from a 
crime to a psychological disorder. 
Being homosuual, however, did 
not always exempt men from the 
draftfortheVW:OlamWar.Despite 
fears about gays disrupting "unit 
cohesion," gay men were placed 
incombat units-in the very time 
and place when 'unitcohesion" is 
needed the most. Meinhold, who 
has been stationed in combat 
zones, said that soldiers are tOO 
focused on their duties in wartime 
IOworryaboutwhetherthesoldier 
next 10 them is gay. 
'Througboutmosaoriuhislory, 
the military has prosecutcd based 
on status-the propensity to 
engage in homosexual acts-not 
actual activity. In fac:t,Dyersaid 
some soldiers who were caught in 
the act have been given the 
opportunity to disavow the ir 
homosexual conduct as an 
aberration, giving rise to the 
"Queen for a day" rule. 
Most soldiers, however, were 
coun-manialed, sentenced to hard 
labor in military prison, and 
dishonorably discharged. 
The panel also discussed the 
constitutionality of the ban on 
homosexuals. While the ban 
should be invalid in theory, Coles 
argued,therealil)'ofthepolitical 
ciimatemeansitwillcon\inueto 
be upheld, at leait for the near 
future. 
The most prospective method 
for repealing the ban is to use the 
Founeenth Amendment's equal 
proteCtion clause. In order to 
sustain the ban, the military 
tradition has had 10 meet only l'le 
lowest standard, that of a 
reasonablerationaleforthepolicy. 
Given the heightened public 
awareness, the military may have 
toprovethatgay soldiers acrually 
cause a discipline problem, reL'lec 
than merely claiming there might 
beone. Since there is a difference 
between bad policy and 
unconstitutional policy, Faigman 
warne<:., ensuring equal rights for 
homosuuals will require a 
combination of judicial and 
politicalbaltles. 
The Candy Group 
CII"ti,. .. e"F~"'P ... eII 
apples. For those who can't 
decide, there is a bin of sour fruit 
salad. Another sour gummy 
product worth trying are called 
glow worms. These are smallish 
worm-shapes in e"'traordinarily 
brightcolorswhichtaStestrangely 
like bubble gum. These are just 
weird enough to keep you 
entettainedwhileplowingthrough 
"Prosser on Torts." Try re-
enacting Garrelt v. Dailey with 
glow wonns as your plaintiff and 
defendants. Thrill to the 
e",citementasthesmallchildpulis 
the chair OUI from under the old 
woman! Intentional battery? You 
be the Judge! 
I have only foundonccand:-'at 
City Sweets which I cannot 
nx;ommend. It is called peas and 
carrots. This is a gimmicky 
product which Iook3cxactly like 
the peas and carrots from your 
grocer's freezer. These make a 
benerconversationpiecethanthey 
do tantalizing snack. They are 
sweet and mealy, with no real 
flavor except thatofthesugarand 
coloring.ApPrCCiatethemfortheir 
kitsch value, yes. Purchase for 
coosumplion, no. 
Alsodon'tmissthefruitrunts, 
a bright mix of fruit flavors and 
shapeswhichincludebananasthat 
taSte and look like tiny bananas, 
bUlwithoutanyofthenuDitionof 
real fruit to stand in the way of 
your pleasure. Another unique 
treat are the chocolate-covered 
gummy bears, squishy and 
chocolately fun! 
Therearedozens,perhapseven 
a hundred more things 10 uy at 
City Sweets. !fyou seemepoking 
among the bins, give me room. I 
may just burst into a fit of tears 
from thebeaul)'ofitall, Have a 
nice sugar rush. 
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Guest Editorial 
Wanted: A Third Party 
By Douglas Orvis 
FmrrY"" 
Recently, it I'w been very 
popular among editorial writCfS 
10 ridicule H. Ross Perot. While 
he's a tempting target for this 
month's colwnn, it is generally 
impolite to kick a fascist when 
he's down. Besides, merely 
discussing Perot's faullS, as 
numerousastheyare,ignoresthe 
ractthathestiUcommandsnearly 
20 percent popularity among the 
electorate. 
This Cigure on Perot'S 
popularity,aside rrom givingone 
a good incentive to ellpatriate, 
shows that America is ripe fora 
credible third party. While some 
commentators have noted that 
Perot himself could be the basis 
of a third party, his legion of 
lemmings constitutes the basis 
Cot a cult, not a political party. 
Panies, as opposed to cults, 
genenIly coalesce around ideas, 
Dot individuals. Moreover, 
Perot's organiution,United We 
Stand,has!hus far railed kl run 
8JlycandJdates for any notabk 
fcdcralolTke~asidefromPerot's 
self-indulgent auempted buyout 
ofthepresidencyIastfaU-andis 
unlikely lodo so. 
Tohiscredit, Perot has added a 
IOUChofuncertaintyandconfusion 
to the poliUCa! spectrum. Instead 
or creating a tripartite political 
scene, !his flllJ. has merely further 
blurred the lines belween 
Republican and Democrat as 
seclions or each pany marth 
toward the center, while other 
members reach for the political 
elltremes.1neclearsollition isa 
third party which will ride this 
tonfusion to national prominence 
and protnoteamajorrealignment. 
Astute readers and policy 
wonks will nOle that there are 
a1ready national thirdpanies: the 
Libertarians, the American 
Socialists, and the always fun 
Peace and Freedom Party, among 
others, have doned our ballots for 
)'CaB. However, as appealing as 
platforms which advocate the 
abolition of the income tax or a 
thirty hour wort week (with forty 
homs pay) may be, il's unlikely 
thatanyoftheex.istingpartieswill 
gain the credibility needed 10 win 
major elective office. 
Moreover, America's recem 
history with third parties shows a 
distinct latk of sUCtess. Both 
major parties have seen ractions 
break off and attempt 10 cre8te a 
fledgling new pany. However, 
these anempts are always soon 
livedandarecventuallyabsortled 
bad:inlOtheo!herparties,leaving 
the impression or cltange without 
actually3CComplishingit. 
Admittedly, it is ellucmely 
unlikelythruanysuchthirdparty 
will materialize. Thissadpieceof 
politica1rea1ismdoesnOldiminish 
the foct that it is truly something 
thiscounuynceds.Perotisatbest 
a symptom, and at worst an 
opponunist, of the major voter 
dissatisractionwiththebipartisan 
malaise. When Perot is either 
discredited or pouts his way into 
obscurity, the regrenable result 
will be that the desire for change 
will have been again satiated, 
withoutprovidinganysubstantive 
difference in American politics, 
inevilablyretuminguslOtheslatus 
quooftwomarginallydistinctive, 
and unpalatable, national parties. 
HFCRS Presentation 'Flawed' 
Co.w.14n/rOlltp."g 
personale,;perience with several 
clinics in several states,bo!h as a 
client and as a clinic derender, 
that people who IRlvide women 
with safe, legal alternatives 10 
unwanted JRgnancies don't do 
it fot the money. 1be violence 
and harassment inflicted 
everyday on abortion providers 
hardlymakcsthemonetarygains 
worthwhile- it's the commit-
ment to women's health and 
autonomythatmotivatesmostof 
these hea1th professionals. 
Ms. Everett also says that 
women needlO beprotectedfrom 
the "evils" orabottion. She says 
that abortion providers 
manipulate the fear and guilt 
women oflCn feel when faced 
withanunwantedpregnancy,and 
dupe them into paying lots of 
money for abortions they really 
don'twant Hertheoryisblatantly 
scllist-$he'ssayingthatwomen 
are 100 stupid 10 know what's in 
their best inlCrestand need to 
have their most private decisions 
madebysornecneelse--rnen,the 
church, or the governmcnt, foc 
eumple. 
At times Ms. Everett's 
mversionofrealitywaspainrully 
laughable. At one point, while 
railing against how much money 
she made in her frauduJent clinic, 
Ms. Everensaid,"ifabortionisso 
good for women, why isn 'I il free?" 
Good question. The pro-choice 
movement has been asking that 
question for years. Foodisn'tfrce, 
either,butldoubtthatMs.Evereu 
would argue that becallse it must 
be paid fot, it isn't good for 
women. More 10 the point, Ms. 
Everett's nippant qllestion 
disguises the role !let movement 
hasplayed in blockinggovemment 
funding ror low·income women 
needing abortions. If not for the 
antichoice lobby, abortion might 
very well be free for those women 
who most need it 10 be frce. 
Perliapswhatbotheredmemost 
about HFCRS's p~ntation of 
Ms. Everett's views is the 
inseparable tie with Christian 
religion. Ms. Evereuowoses legal 
abonion because it interferes with 
the "God-ordained relationship 
between men and women" and 
claimsthat"Satan isthegodofthe 
abortion clinics." Fot those of us 
who feel that a civil, democratic 
society shotJld not be based on the 
religious views of any segment of 
society, there is little 10 discuss 
with Ms. Evereu. 
HFCRS claims that there is a 
secular argument for banning 
abortion, but after a lengthy 
discllssion with som e of its 
members,theycouldnotarticulatc 
it 10 me. They say it aU comes 
downlOdetetminingwhenafetus 
becomes a person under the 
meaning or the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Howevec, that is a 
question which people will answer 
differently depending upon their 
religion (or lack theroof). 
As any SllIdent or rhetoric 
knows, the frame or the qllestion 
sets the terms of the debate. 
HFCRS has framed the abortion 
question in terms of protecting 
therightsofunoomfetuses.That's 
the wrong question. Theqllcstion 
is, given thatabonion always has 
been and always will bean option 
sought by women attempting to 
controltheirownfertility,willwe 
use the power of government to 
ensurethatwomenhaveaccess to 
safe abortions without !he threat 
of death, or will we use it 10 limit 
womcn 10 their reproductive 
capacities? 
HFCRS's "mission" is to 
protectthecivilrighlSoffetuses. 
It disgusts me that they think 
women'scivilrightsdon'tdeserve 
as much legalprotoction as their 
eggs do. 
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Students Complain 
Co"tilfu,dfro".POI,J 
concerns of students, especially 
membcrsofminlX'ity groups, were 
at the rorefront of these 
dccisionmakingprocesses.AsIO 
sllldeni membership in faclllty 
selection committees, Martinez 
saidpastsludentmembersofsuch 
commineesdidnotalwaysanend 
meetings. 
Leaders of the Black Law 
Students' Association (BLSA) 
and the Native American law 
Students' Association (NALSA) 
voiced concern over whether 
admissions practices would 
continue increase mmorilY 
representation in the College. 
While pleased with the results 
thusrar,aNALSArepresentative 
said the college should continue 
thetrendofaggressivclyadmiUing 
Native Americans 10 Hastings. 
A couple of students raised 
issues of IOleranee on campus. 
The Hastings Jewish Law 
Students had a flyer lip in Ihe 
Towers which was defaced With 
anti·Semitic symbols. And flyers 
posted by the Hastings FirstCivil 
Right Society announcing a video 
about the abortion ilKiusuy had 
been removed m several places. 
Onestudentsaidthatsooobjected 
to a video about the abortion 
indusuy presented by FCRS in 
the 1M lounge on Friday, 
November5.Shesaidshethought 
thevideoadvocatedviolence,and 
questioned the propriety or 
showing it on campus. Another 
sllldent responded thai "any 
situationcanbeviewedasviolent 
or objectionable, ~ and FCRS 
Presidenl ClM:nceClark pointed 
out that the video was intended as 
an educational presentation and 
did not advocate violence in any 
way. 
Leiden Letter to Editor 
CtJ1lit"",dfr0'"Pag, 8 
seizing other property, like 
marijuana. He disagreed. 
Copenhagen's prostitution is 
limited 10 women listing their 
phone nllmbers in newspaper 
classified ads, but Copenhagen's 
tabloids have the famous ''Page 9 
Girl" -a topless beallty pkwred 
everydayonpage9,likeLondon's 
"Page 3 GirL" 
After Denmark, I visited 
Norway on an overnight boat, 
tomplete with disco, thai sailed 
through the rjords. Norwa y 
seemed conservative, ellcept in 
Oslo where they pany hard on 
weekends. In Liliihammer, 
Norway----hogofFebruary's 1994 
Winter Olympics~man y 
residenlSfeartheincreasedcrime, 
prostilllUon and greed that comes 
with slICh an event. Norway is 
outrageously ellpensive beeallse 
of heavy taxation 10 support a 
huge social welfare system where 
many choose not towortbecallse 
theygetsomuchforoot work.ing. 
Hamburgerscost57anditwas 
39 degrees in Norwsy so I crazily 
decided to take a 52 hour train 
ride 10 Romania and then fly to 
Eastern Turkey via Istanbtll where 
it would be 80 degrees and hotel 
rooms would tOSt only 55 (but 
resemble prison cells.) 
The train wentthrough Sweden 
(SwedishblondesliveduplO thcir 
reputation) then actually onlO a 
ferryboat 10 Germany, through a 
united Berlin , beall tiful 
C7.echoslovakia, Austria (where 
drug·sniffing dogs entered the 
train), Hungary and Romania. 
Romania isquitcpoorwith a large 
gypsy and rural peasan t 
population. Romania is uying to 
break Ollt orthe stranglehold that 
communism had on its economy 
until 1989's bloody coup. 
In eastern Turkey, thePKKis 
an active Kwdish separatistarmy 
that skirmishes daily with 
govemmenttroops.Kurdsseeking 
theirown homeland liveincastem 
Turkey, northern Iran,northern 
lraq,andnorthern Syria. 
I was three hours from the 
Iraqi and Iranian borders in 
Diyabakair, Turkey. I heard no 
gunshots like I do in San 
Francisco, btlt the airpon was 
heavily armed. 
Upon returning to Leiden I 
fOllnd that there is prostillltion 
here,although,like pol,itis~ll 
technically illegal as it is 
throughout Holland,contrary 10 
popular belief. It is massage-
parlour style,differcnt from the 
Hague's windows or Rotterdam's 
brothels. More like San Fran· 
cisco's many massage parlours, 
ellteplthatLeiden'sone parlour 
elegantly closes at midnight. No 
sleaze here. 
Classes here at Leiden 
University's International Law 
College are lecture·style and 
intemational in flavor. Finalsend 
jllst before Chrisunas for the five 
Hastings students enrolled here: 
Jennifer Chew , Kcith Wilson, 
Alex Deghan, Lawiann Wright. 
and JeITJared. 
leffJared 
Third Year 
MR. CLEAN 
(AIRLINE CLEANERS) 
PRa'ESSIONAl.ONE-STtlPCLEANEfIS 
OAYctE~IHG '- EXf>ERT ALTE~TIONS 
F~ I ISHEDLAL.NOAY- W.t.SH "' FOlD 
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PRIME BAR/BRI 
DISCOUNT ENDS 
DECEMBER 3rd 
SIGN UP NOWI 
NowMber 23. /993 
100% Live summer lectures at Hastings including: John Diamond 
(Hastings); Charlie Whitebread and Erwin Chemerinsky (USC), Richard 
Sakai (Santa Clara); Willy Fletcher (Boalt); and Peter Jan Honigsberg (USF). 
Superior Hastings Pass Rate: Summer '92 
89.7% 
193 out of 215 first time takers passed using BAR/BRI 
Final Exam tape listening open 7 days for Hastings BAR/BRI enrollees 
Office conveniently located at 332 Golden Gate Avenue (across from Hastings) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-995-5227 OR 
CONTACT ANY BAR/BRI STUDENT REP 
